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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Our contemporary world with its rapidly expanding population,

its rapid advances in many fields of learning, and its tremendous

demands upon young people to fill responsible positions in business

and the professions requires well-trained students equipped with the

essential tools of communication, computation, the ability to get

along well with other people, and a keen awareness of the importance

of keeping abreast with the times.

It is to the point of sharpening the basic mathematical tools

that this thesis speaks. The rapidly increasing school population,

the lack of qualified teachers, the crowded classrooms, and the tight

schedules call for paring courses of nonessentials and packing the

most "meat" into the courses that are offered. There must be maximum

efficiency in sub3ect—matter presentation.

Educators are interested in this challenging problem. They

have introduced ideas such as team teaching, the pooling of teacher-

skills for the enrichment of courses; more extensive use of audio-

visual media; and, one of the newest ideas of all, programmed

instruction.
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The lead article in Programed Instruction,1 May, 1961, declares

The school year 1960-1961 can be marked down as
the year when programed instruction got out of the psycho-
logical laboratories and into the classrooms. In school
systems all across the nation, children and teachers re-
ceived their first exposure to an embryonic but immensely
promising teaching technique.2

A Definition of Proggammed Instruction

Briefly stated, programmed instruction is a teaching technique

in which a body of information is broken down into small parts which

are presented to the student one at a time in a carefully constructed

sequence. The student must make a response by writing the answer on

an answer sheet or tape. The student finds out imediately whether

his answer is correct by turning a page of the programmed text,

moving a mask, or flicking a lever on a teaching machine. This im-

mediate reinforcement helps fix the fact in his mind. Then another

step is presented, and he must apply what he has learned earlier in the

sequence and respond to the new question.

Thus, by presenting small steps in careful sequence, the stu-

dent is enabled to move along at his own pace; he is not embarrassed

by the fact that he may be slower than his classmates, nor is the

brighter student hampered by his slow-learning classmates.

1The Center for Programed Instruction, Inc., consistently uses
only one "m" in the word "programed." All quotations taken from its
official organ, Programed Instruction, will follow that spelling, but
otherwise the word will be spelled programmed."

2"Out of the Laboratory, into the C1assroom,” Programed
Instruction I (May, 1961), 1.
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The technique of programing is intended to enable the student

to be right most of the time and to correct him immediately when he is

VrOHg•

Psychologists are convinced that when a student's right
answer is imediately confirmed, he will be more likely
to make that right answer again the next time the ques-
tion comes around. You are able to help the student also
by immediately correcting a wrong answer (which you can't
do imediately in a test or a homework assignment)——but
you help him a great deal more if he finds the right
answer at the first crack.}

This is obviously superior to the procedure followed in most

classrooms of giving tests or homework assignments in which the student

does not find out until the next day or week what he had wrong. It is

physically impossible for a classroom teacher to give imediate con-

firmation of all test questions. Programmed material can and does

provide that immediate confirmation.

Furthermore, programmed instruction requires the student to

make a response. He cannot remain impassive to the material. He must

think about it and act upon it.

Determining the Value of Programmed Instruction

Douglas Porter wrote in 1957:

Modern mass education has to minister an expanded -
currlculum to increasing numbers of students with a wide
range of individual differences in scholastic ability.,
. . . If one of the values of American education is to
remain the achievement of individual excellence, some
method has to be found to permit more attention to the
individual student.

3"Programing for Your Classroom," Ibid., p. 3.
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One partial solution . . . is concerued with
increasing efficiency of the teaching process itself.
. . . Teaching efficiency might be increased by two
closely related measures: (a) the application of some
demonstrably valid psychological principles derived
from ”learning" efperiments and (b) the use of teaching
aids and devices.‘

The years since 1957 have, indeed, proved that educators are taking

seriously the challenge of finding and using new teaching aids and de-

vices. But each new teaching technique must first prove its worth.

Programmed instruction is moving rapidly into the educational

picture, but it is still new and it must be tested. Kenneth Komoski

asks a few pertinent questions that must be faced with reference to

the ultimate value and place of programmed instruction in education:

Is programed instruction better than what we now have?
. . . Even if it can produce immdiate results will its
long range effects be desirable? Furthermore, how should
it be used? Where does programed instruction fit in a
total educational program? As faacinating, valid, and
important as auch questions may be, they are clearly
going to be answered, not through debate, but by Judi-
cious use of and careful experimentatiou with programs
in schools.5

A writer from the Center for Programed Instruction, Inc., has

this to say about programed instruction:

. . . Programed instruction is the systematisation of an
excellent teaching procedure. But it is not a gimmick,
or a superficial technique for applying something teachers

kbouglas Porter, "A Critical Review of a Portion of the Literature
on Teaching Devices," Teachin Machines and Pro rammed Learnin , A
Source Book, ed. A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser (Washington: De-
partment of Audio-Visual Instruction, N. E. A., 1960), p. llh.

SKenneth Kooski, "Programed Instruction-Expandable or Expend-
able?" Programed Instruction I (October, 1961), 3.
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have known for a long time. In many ways, programing
is fundamentally new. It originated, not in classrooms,
but in the laboratories of experimental psychologists,
and its foundatigns lie deep in the development of
learning theory.

The technique of programming corroborates Bernard's theory of the

facilitation of insight as it relates to problem solving: "Give the

pupil some help. Offer suggestions, hints, clues. Show him how to

take a specific step. Arrange a sequential approach."7

The Center for Programd Instruction, Inc., has some words of

warning about programing:

Programing, like all good teaching, requires great
patience. There are no perfect programs yet. Even
the published programs will go through a lot of re-
vision in years to come, as their authors readily
admit. Programing, despite some publicity to the con-
trary, ig not a fully matured technology; it is still
growing.

The purpose of this thesis, then, is to contribute a small share to

the imnse amount of testing and refining of self—instructional mate-

rial that must be done before programmed instruction comes fully into

its own.

6"Programing for Your C1assroom," Programed Instruction I
(May, 1961), 3.

THarold W. Bernard, Ps cholo of Learnin and Teachin
(New York: McGraw—Hill Book Company, Inc., 195E), pp. lK2, lE3.

8"Programing for Your C1assroom," Programed Instruction I
(May, 1961), h.
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Statement of the Problem

The main concern of this thesis is to find out what errors are

made and what difficulties are encountered by individual high school

students as they complete a =pecif1ed section of the text, Programmed

Business Mathematics? which has been specifically prepared for post

high school and college freshman students. If the program is adjusted

successively after testing several students individually so that each

group of students makes fewer errors in learning, what changes must

be made? How are these changes classified?

Need for the Study

A study of current population and employmnt trends makes two

facts clear; namely, the number of high school students is growing

and will continue to increase, and the number of clerical workers is

also increasing. Therefore, new and better techniques need to be

developed to help the high school student gain and retain the maximum

amount of basic mathematical knowledge.

It is obvious that the students who will need and profit

most from business mathematics are those who will become clerical

and sales workers. A sizable number of high school graduates go

imediately into clerical-type jobs or to other semi·skilled labor.

9Harry Huffman, Programmed Business Mathematics (New York:
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962)
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In most of these beginning positions, they are expected to have

reasonable facility in handling arithmetical computations and in

understanding and using basic mathematical terms and concepts.lO

The Counse1or's Business Education Newsletter, May, 1962,

reports:

Applicants for unskilled jobs are overabundant; there
is a shortage of qualified people in technical,
scientific, engineering, and clerical fields. These
trends will increase in the next decade. Skilled,
trained and educated workers will be in demand.ll
(Joint statement of the United States Department of
Labor, the Office of Education, and the Department of
Defense.)

As further proof of the need for high schools to train more

clerical workers, this item from U. S. News & World Report cites

these expected employment trends for the remainder of this decade.

Clerical workers are expected to increase 30 per cent,
to 12.8 million; sales workers, increase of 23 per
cent, to 5.ü million workers; and service workers to
increase by 3h per cent, to 11.1 mi1lion.l2

These nearly 30 million workers will depend daily on a

workable knowledge of arithmetical fudamentals.

A noted business educator, Herbert A. Tonne, points out

that much general clerical work can best be learned on the job,

l0Les1ie J. Whale, "The Importance of Business Arithmetic
in the Clerical Program," The Clerical Pro ram in Business Education,
The American Business Education Yearbook, Vol. 16 (Somerville,
New Jersey: Somerset Press, 1959), pp. 115-119.

llGregg Publishing Division of McGraw•Hi11 Book Company,
Inc., (New York), p. M

12U. S. News & World Report, March ll, 1963, p. 99.
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and that there is such a large variety of duties that are possible

that
”it

is impossible for the school to give complete and specific

training on a pre·emp1oyment basis."l3 But having said that, he

makes clear that there are some specific areas of skills that should

be learned in school; and one of them is the area of arithmetical

skills:

It is incumbent upon the school to train students
who are likely to obtain clerical positions in the
skills most frequently needed by such workers. . . .
Students who are prospective clerks should bo more
adept in fundamental arithmetic than other students
since most of them will use arithmetic constantly
in their daily work. The arithmetical training
given these students need not be highly diversified,
hut the sigple processes should be thorouggly
mastered. Italics mine.

The National Business Education Association in an official

pronouncenent had this to say about the business education

curriculum in high schools:

We believe that the high school curriculum
should include sequences of courses that adequately
prepare youth for initial employment in business.l5

Tonne mentions another angle of the problem; namely, the

possibility of wasting time on the secondary level by presenting

training in reading, writing, and arithmetic as if the student

l3Herbert A. Tonne, Principles of Business Education
(Third ed.; New York: Gregg Vuhlishing Division, McGraw—Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1961), p. 319.

1’*1b1a., p. 326.

lS"This We Believe about Business Education in the High
School," Business Education Forum, January, 1963, p. 2.
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had never had them before. He says that "this relearning from

scratch is not quite es unwise as ignoring the problem altogether;

but it is wasteful."l6

Programed teaching, in a very unique way, offers a

solution to the problem of reinforcing the arithmetical skills

which will surely be needed in any clerical job that the high

school graduate undertakes. Without forcing all students into a

lockstep situation where everyone has to cover the same ground

whether or not he needs it, programmed instruction provides an

opportunity for students to learn or relearn arithmetical funda-

mentale on an individual basis. Students who are already skilled

in the arithmetical fundamentale would find programmed material a

good review if they need review; but, in any case, students work

through the programmed material at their own rate of speed.

Writing in the same vein, J. Lloyd Trump, a member of

The National Association of Secondary-School Principals, asserts:

The present high standards of American
Junior and senior high schools result from experi-
mentation and adaptation of new ideas. Continued
changes are essential to insure superiority in a
competitive world.

The needs of schools should be worked out
in great detail so that facilities and equipment

l6Tonne, p. 53.
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can be designed to satisfy the specific requirements:
. . . Greater use of automatic devices to perform all
or part of a considerable number of teaching activi-
ties. . . Provide teaching machines for independent
use by students.lT

In light of the projected figures showing a great increase

in clerical and related jobs during this decade, the need for this

study may be summarized as follows:

l. The need of students for adequate, usable mathematical

knowledge to enable them to make their initial entrance into

clerical and related jobs requiring basic mathematical skills.

2. The need for a method of self-instruction that will

enable students to move along at their own psce in learning or

relearning these skills; thus releasing teachers for other

teaching activities.

3. The need for a significantly large amount of testing

and experimentation with the new teaching technique known ss

programmed business msthematics to see how it can help to fill

the need of training future clerical workers on the secondsry

level.

l7New Directions to Qualit Education The Seconds SchoolT„„„„.„
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Objectives of the Studv

The specific objectives of this study are:

l. To try out Programmed Business Mathematics with individual

high school students at Eastern Mennonite High School in order to

obtain data about their responses.

2. To ascertain student reactions and comments that would

help to pinpoint causes of errors and thus serve as a guide to the

writer in editing the frames.

3. To adapt the frames for use on the high school level by

rewording frames, by deletions or additions of explanatory material,

or by rearranging the sequence of frames if it seems advisable.

M. To determine where new frames should be added to simplify

the introduction of new concepts, or to determine which, if any,

frames are superfluous and should be dropped entirely.

5. To continue the above processes of testing, adapting,

deleting, or adding until the error limit has fallen to five per cent

or less.

Delimitations of the Study

l. The portion of the programmed material that was used was

limited to Business Fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division, (the first 239 frames of the set).

2. High School students of Eastern Mennonite High School

(excluding eighth graders) were chosen for testing.

3. There was to be only one student working on any one
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part of the test at a time and he or she was carefully supervised

by the writer.

M. There were no limitations upon age, I. Q., or class of

the participating students except the limitation listed in point 2

above.

5. The final basis of participation was that each partici-

pating student had to take the Schorling, Clark, Potter Hundred-

Problem Arithmetic Test,l8 to work through all of the 239 more or

less frames, and to have a conference with the teacher at the

conclusion of the testing.

Definition of Terms

1. Participating students are referred to as student-editors

or students when general reference is made to them. They are referred

to by first name only, for the sake of clarity, when it is necessary

to differentiate between them.

2. Programmed Instruction or program refers to a sequence

of items arranged in easy steps leading gradually from the simple to

the more difficult and always building upon and referring to what

has gone before. As soon as the student makes a response to the

question, he is immediately reinforced by looking at the correct

answer.

18Raleigh Schorling, John R. Clark, Mary A. Potter, Hundred-
Problem Arithmetic Test, Form W, (Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book
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3. Frames, A frame is one sezment cf programned information

consisting of: one small step of information, or a statement, or a

question to be answered, or a problem to be sclved, or a combination

of these. It may call for one response or several responses.

b. Egg or progpt refer: to a device, such es underlining,

that suggests the correct answer for the purpose of aasisting the

student—editor in choosing the right answer.

5. Heinforcemeat or answer is used interchangeably to

refer to the correct answer or response to the question or problem.

6. Writer refers to the author of this thesis. At times,

for the purpose of clarity, she is called the teacher.

T. Stude¤t—writers refers to students of Dr. Harry

Huffmaa vho participated in the Directed Study during the summer

of 1961 at Virginia Tolytechnic Institute.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Earl; Attempts to Produce Self—Instructional
and Test—Scoring Devices

In 1926 Professor Sidney L. Pressey of the Ohio State

University published an article describing "a simple apparatus

which gives tests and scores-—and teaches."l He had exhibited

his device at meetings of the American Psychological Association

in 192h and 1925. Pressey was ahead of his time in some respects.

He saw that teachers were overburdened with teaching chores auch

as drill, paper grading, and giving tests. He wished to free the

teacher from some of this burdensome, time-consuming drill and

testing by inventing a mechanical device that would handle testing

and scoring and relieve the teacher for the more creative,

inspiring activities that are her real function.2 He felt that

labor—saving devices have as much place in education as in any

business enterprise.

1S. L. Pressey, "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives Tests and
Scores——and Teaches," Teachin Machines and Pro rammed Learnin ,
ed. A. A. Lumsdaine, and Robert Glaser {Washington: National
Education Association of the United States), p. 35.

zlbig., p. hl.
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Therefore, the mechanical device that Pressey designed in the

l920's was to administer and score objective tests. He hoped that

teachers could be relieved of some of their routine drill activities,

that students would benefit by having immediate knowledge of results

of taking a test, and that the machines would implemnt several laws

of learning.

Pressey's Multiple•Choice and Test—Scoring Devices

The multiple-choice, immediate feedback device of Sidney

Pressey was a very simple one. It was about the size of a portable

typewriter. On one side was a window in which multiple-choice

questions appeared one at a time. On the other side were four keys.

The student pressed the key corresponding to the answer that he

thought was correct. The pressing of the key opcrated to turn up a

new question. The apparatus also counted the number of correct

responses. A test sheet in the device recorded the scores. This

was the testing phase of the machine.

To use as a teaching mechanism, the machine could be reset

so that a new question would not roll up until the correct answer

to the present question was made. Thus, the student always had to

end up with the correct response. The machine could even be set to

reward the student with a piece of candy if he attained a prearranged

number of correct responses.3

pp. 36-67.
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Pressey's Device for Automatic Teaching of Drill Material

Pressey was not satisfied to stop with his first machine,

but applied himself next to inventing a device which would "omit a

question from further presentation as soon as the subject has

obtained the correct answer in succession."" This device consisted

of s revolving drum and four keys to press for lndicating the

answers. The questions were on a paper which was fastened inside

the drum. When the right key was pressed, the drum moved to the

next question. When the wrong key was pressed, the drum did not

move and would not until the right key was choscn. When a question

was answered correctly the first time cn the first two rounds, the

item was thrown out, and the learner's attention was concentrated

on items which were more difficult for him.

Dr. Pressey defended the soundness of his new device by

pointing out its significance in relation to the laws of learning.

The "lsw of recency" operated to establish the correct answer in the

mind of the learner since always the last answer chosen (before the

drum revolved to the next question) was the right answer. The

"law of frequency" provided for many correct responses because

making a correct response was the only way the learner could go on

to the next question, since whenever a wrong response was made it

had to be compensated for by a correct response. The "law of

hö. L. Pressey, "A Machine for Automatic Teaching of Drill
Msterial," lbig., p. N2.
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exercise" automatically functioned to establish the right response.

The "law of effect" operated by penalizing wrong responses and by

rewarding two consecutive right responses by the elimination of

that question. Again, as with the earlier device, Pressey empha-

sized that "most important of all·—there is that individual and

exact adjustment to difficulty.5

Pressey's Test·Scoring and Tabulating Device

In 1932 Dr. Pressey reported a new mechanical device for

very rapid tabulating by item as well as scoring and totaling tests.

In this there was an answer unit on which the student could indicate

his answers. The answer unit was a strip of thin cardboard 1 3/M

inches wide by ll inches long. There was a space at the top where

the student could write his name and below that were 30 rows which

each had five 3/16-inch circles. The student had a hand—punch and

answered the questions by punching through the appropriate circle.

In scoring these cards, they were placed on a metal platen of the

same size which also had 150 holes corresponding to the ones on the

card. Pins were inserted in the "right" holes and were released

by spring action to project up from the platen if the student

punched the right hole. If the student did not punch the right

hole, the cardboard held down the pin so it could not come up when

pp. uu, np.
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the card was scored. The cards could be scored by placing them on

the platen, where projecting pins activated a counter to count the

number of correct answers. If the student had not answered

correctly, the pin was held down and could not trip the pinion and

engage the mechanism that operated the counter.6

Pressey's Punchboard

In the late l9k0°s Dr. Pressey, working under the sponsor-

ship of the Special Devices Center of the Office of Naval Research,

in cooperation with The Ohio State University Research Foundation,

developed several new devices, one of which was the "punchboard."

The punchboard was 3 by 5 inches in size and about one-half

inch thick. It had s plyboard center one•fourth inch thick with

two thin sheets of pressboard fastened on top with sufficient

space between to insert slips of paper. Between the top sheet and

the second sheet, the student could insert a paper slip, and

between the second sheet of the pressboard and the plyboard center,

he could insert a punched key. The student was then ready to

answer the questions which were on a mimeographed or duplicated

sheet. Two columns of 15 four-hole items made possible 30 questions

on a side or a total of 60 questions using both sides, and each

question had four choices.

68. L. Pressy, "A Third and Fourth Contribution Toward the

Coming 'Industrial Revolution' in Educaticn," Ibid., pp. B8, H9.
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To take the test, the student used a pencil to punch a hole

at the spot he chose as the right answer. If he was right, his

pencil went through the paper and down into the hole in the key

sheet. If he was wrong, his pencil came against the key sheet, but

not through a hole; so the student knew he was wrong and tried

another hole, proceeding in this way until he found the right

answer.

After taking the test, the student could withdraw his answer

sheet and see which questions he had to punch more than once to find

the right answer, and this sheet could be saved as a record of his

work. The keys could be turned over or end for end thus having four

answer patterns.? So much for the mechanics of the punchboard. But

what about its value in line with Pressey's objective of learning?

Experimntation was carried on with a variety of subject

matter-~Russ1an Vocabulary (as an example of rote material more

valuable than nonsense ayllables, and indicative of possible values

of self-instructional tests in learning a foreign Vocabulary), hard

English Vocabulary items, and subject matter of two psychology

courses. Psychology classes at Ohio State University were used tor

experimentation. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to present a

detailed report of Pressey's work with punchboards, but Dr. Pressey

78. L. Pressey, "Development and Appraisal of Devices
Providing Immediate Automatic Scoring of Objective Tests and
Concomitant Self—·Instruction," ggg., pp. 70-T2.
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lists some major conclusions that were significant:

1. It has demonstrated a simple way to telescope into one
single, simultaneous process the taking of a test, the
scoring of it, the informing of students as to their
errors, and their guidance in the finding of the right
answers.

2. The investigation has shown that such a telescoped
testing process, which informs each student immediately
as he answers each question whether his answer is correct
and which guides him to the right answer when he is
wrong, does indeed transform test taking into a form of
systematically directed self—instruction. . . . As with
other teaching aids, self-instructional tests must be
made a carefully planned part of the total instructional
program if their values are to be adequately realized.
Occasioal, incidental use of these tests must not be
expected to show their real potentialities.

3. The investigation has shown that when the self¤instruc—
tionel tests were used systematically in college courses
as an integral part of the teaching method, gain= were
substantiel and sufficiently generalized to improve
understanding of a topic as a whole--even help o related
topics. Thus used, the punchbosrd test brought better
work in regular classes, as shown by higher scores on
mldterm tests and final examinations. . . . The device
was found especially valuable with superior students.

h. The punchboard was found to be simple and convenient even
for student self=¤se and could readily be made yet more
compact and convenient. However, the total project has
shown that there are various äromising means for automatic
scoring and self·instruction.

Pressey's Drum Tutor

This device was a :mall box with a window showing the number of

the test question, four keys, and an error window which showed the

81b1«1., pp. 86, 87.
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cumulative count of errors made. If the student answered a question

correctly, the number of the question changed in the number window.

If he was incorrect, the error count increased while the question

number remained the same. The Drum Tutor had two apparent advantagea

over the puchboard: "(a) Each student constantly has before him a

cumulative count of his errors and a record of the number of errors

for each trial, and (b) repeated runs through e test are easy

because the students quickly learned to reset their machines for the

next trial.“9

This quotation well sumarizes Pressy's point of view:

If test materials or simple testing devices could be
developed so that es a student answered each guestion,
that answer was immediately and automatically scored
and recorded as right or wrong, then clearly much
trouble would be saved. . . . If he is week on certain
points, the test should locate them and aid in the
remedying of these weaknesses. And this should be
done promptly. Self-scoring devices inform the student
immediately-—when he indicates his answer to an objective
guestion-whether that answer is correct; if it is wrong,
he is at once automatically gggded to the discovegy of
the correct answer.

Later Contributions to the Idea of Self-Instruction

Dr. B. F. Skinner, Professor of Psychology at Harvary

University, published a paper in 19Sb, telling about his teaching

9Avery Livingston Stephens, "Certain Special Factors Involved
in the Law of Effect," Ibid., p. 92.

l0Pressey, Ibid., p. 69.
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machine. The Skinner philosophy of learning is based on laboratory

experiments in which scientists and psychologists studied behavior

in animals. Skinner found that in teaching animals to respond

"the animal has to be active, not passive; it has to be rewarded

the moment it makes the correct response; and it must be taught

by a progression of minute easy steps."ll Skinner planned his

teaching machines with this data in mind.

Skinner put great stress on the importance of discovering

and controlling the variables of which learning is a function.

An organism learns or can be taught by producing changes in its

environment. Skinner discovered that by Arranging appropriate

"contingencies of reinforcement," specific forms of behavior could

be brought about by specific kinds of stimuli. Douglas Porter states

this idea well when he writes: "The relationship between behavior

and a reinforcement, by virtue of which the behavior is strengthened

is called a 'contingency of reinforcement.' In order for contingen-

cies of reinforcement to be effective, however, certain conditions

must be met:

(a) Reinforcement must take place immediately after a
response has been made. A time interval of more
then a few seconds between response end reinforce-
ment greatly reduces the effectiveness of the
reinforcement.

11Gay Gaer Luce, "Can Machines Replace Teachers?" Reader's
Diggst (December, 1960), p. 101.
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(b) The reinforcement must be made preciselv eontinsent
upon performance of the behavior that is being
t I I I I

(c) A sufficient number of reinforcements must be given."12

In his 195h paper, Skinner ststed:

The whole process of becoming competent in any field
must be divided into a very large number of very small
steps, and reinforcement must be contingent upon the
accomplishment of each step . . . by making each
successive step as small as possible, the frequency of
reinforcement can be raised to a maximu. . . .
Mechanical and electrical devices must be used.13

James Holland, also in the psychology department of Harvard,

attempted to show how teaching machines are an application of

principles from the laboratory. He calls this "a new technology--

a behavioral engineering of teaching procedures," and further asserts

that "the old, defunct explanatory concepts of knowledge, meaning,

mind, or symbolic processes have never offered the possibility of

manipulatio or control; but behavior, verbal or otherwise, can be

controlled with esse and precision."1" Holland feels that machines,

as such, should not obscure the really important part of this new

technology which is the application of these methods of behavioral

control to developing programs for teaching. Holland lists what he

considers the important principles of learning:

l2Douglas Porter, "Teaching Machines," Teaching Machines and
Programmed Learning, Ibid., pp. 207, 208.

l3Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art of Teaching,"
Ibid., pp. 108, 109.

l"James G. Holland, "Teaching Machines: An Application of
Principles from the Laboratory," Ibid., pp. 215, 216.
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1. Imediate reinforcement.

2. Behavior is learned only when it is emitted and reinforced.
(a high density of correct items is necessary to avoid
punishing effect of errors).

3. Gradual progression to establish complex repertoires.
(Making the student correct as often as possible, is the
fastest way to develop a complex repertoire).

M. Gradual withdrawal of stimnlus support, "fading.“

5. Control of the student's observing and echoic behavior.

6. Discrimination training. This is used in abstraction or
concept formation.

T. Let the student write the program.l5

Combining the Skinner and Holland principles, it is possible

to describe the Skinner teaching machines as to mode of operational

characteristics which they possess: (key ideas are underlined)

1. They present a seguence of problem materials one item at

a time.

2. The machines require that the student compose his response

(constructed response) rather than select it from a set of alternatives.

3. They provide some means by which a student can indicate

or record his solution to each item.

M. They immediatelp confirm the correctness of each response.

5. The student must pass through a carefully designed

sequence of steps, programing, each step being so small that it

liggggg., pp. 219-225
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can always be taken; and each moving toward a desired end—product

behavior.

These teaching-machine characteristics have some impcrtant

implications for the classroom. Skinner and Holland would like to

see these effects coming about in the classroom.

l. Constant interchange between program and student.

2. Machine induces sustained activity.

3. A very carefully graded sequence of problem materials

can be presented with assurance that a student will have mastered

earlier prerequisite items before attempting the more complex parts.

M. Machine helps the student to come up with the right

answer by the orderly construction of the program and in part by

techniques of hinting, prompting, suggestion.

5. Since the machines automatically score each response,

the teacher is freed from having to correct many papers and may

concentrate on arranging dicussion, guiding social learning,

helping students who have special difficulties and other activities

which the machine cannot do.

6. The student is not limited in his study by the amount

of time a teacher has to guide his learning activities. . . .

A large number of responses can be made to a given body of content,

and the content can be enriched with topics which there would

otherwise be no time to cover.l6

l6Douglas Porter, "Teaching Machines," lbgjy, pp. 208-210.
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Skinner Teaching Machines

One representative kind of Skinner teaching machines has

two windows. The material for study is printed in 30 radial frames

on a twelve·inch disk. The student inserts the disk and closes and

locks the machine. After the student begins working, the machine

cannot be unlocked. One frame (except for one corner) is visible

through a window. The student must make a response by writing his

answer on a tape which is exposed through a second opening. He then

lifts a lever on the front of the machine, moving what he has

written under a transparent cover and moving into view the correct

response in the remaining corner of the frame. If he has responded

correctly, he moves the lever horizontally. This movement punches a

hole in the tape opposite his response, recording the fact that he

called it correct. Also this regulates the machine so that the

frame will not come into view the second time the disk is used.

Even if his response was not correct, a second frame appears

when the lever is returned to its starting position, and he proceeds

with the next frame. On the second round of the disk, the student

works only with those frames he missed the first time. This cycle is

repeated until the disk revolves without stopping; this is a signal

that the assignment is finished.l7

17B. F. Skinner, "Teaching Machines," Tgégr, pp. lhl-lh3.
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Card-Sort Device

J. Leslie Briggs invented a Card-Sort Device in which items

were printed on separate cards. Items appear in the window and then

the card is sorted into one of two retaining wells dapending on

whether it was answered correctly or not. Each item may have from

two to four po=sihle answers. The device continuously discriminates

right from wrong answers; and on each succeeding trial, the student

works only with those items previously missed until no cards are

left in the "wrong" deck. Red and green lights above each answer key

furnish the knowledge of results after each response. If the red

light goes on, it stays on until the next card is presented.l8

There are many other teaching machines. One, the Subject-

Matter Trainer, is designed to permit practice under several modes

of operation. Some forms of machines combine written-response tape

synchronized with slide projector presentations. All of these

devices come under the classification of stimulus-response devices,

and they also have the important characteristic of being "imdiate

reinforcers."

Programed Textbooks

Although teaching machines have become popular in the past

decade, there is still another very promising medium of presenting

302 l8Lesl1e J. Briggs, "Two Self-Instructional Devices," Igig.,
PP•

·
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programmed instructiong namely, the programed textbook. Although

machines will continue to be important, it appears obvious that a

programed textbook has some advantages that teaching machines do

not possess: they can be used anywhere (are not limited to the

classroom), they are relatively inexpensive, and they have no

mechanical parts to get out of adjustment.

The outside of a programmed textbook looks much the same as

any other text, but inside the difference becomes apparent.

Each page consists of four or five panels, but the page is

not read from top to bottom as in most books. Instead one reads

from page to page, top panels first to the end of the chapter; then

the student is directed to go back to the first page again and

read the second panels of each page to the end of the chapter; then

go back and pick up the third panel of each page and so on.

Beginning on page l, the student reads and responds to the

first frame. However, he must turn the page to see the answer or

confirmation of his response which is on page 2. Right beside it is

Frame 2, but its answer is on page 3 and beside it is Frame 3.

The interesting feature of soe books is that they are

printed on the r1ght—hand side and the left page appears to be

printed upside down. When the text has been covered entirely-·all

right-hand pages read--the book is turned upside down, and the

student works through it the other way. In this way the entire book

utilized, but all the writing that must be done when responding

to frames is on the flat right leaves of the book.
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Glaser, Home, and Evans have this to say about programmed

texts:

With respect to the main functions of presently
developed teaching machines as we have described them,
the programmed text is clearly capable of fulfilling these
functions which depend on the structure of the program
rather than upon the technique of presenting it. This
means that one is faced with the same problems in
constructing a program, whether it be for a machine or a
programmed textbook.

Following from both these lines of thought, i.e.,
textbook redesign and the development of teaching
machines, the important basic problem obviously concerns
the properties of the learning sequences that lead to
the acquisition of knowledge. In the face of present
relationships between the science of learning and LHB
art of teaching, the solution to this problem requires
experimental investigation.l9

This brief look at the history of se1f—instructional and

mechanical testing devices, teaching machines, and programmed text-

books makes clear that the concept of programming is only beginning.

Exciting new possibilities lie in the future, possibilities that

John Dewey would probably have approved of thoroughly in his search

for "positive and humane mcthods"2O of educational practices.

l9Robert Glaser, Lloyd E. Homme, and J. L. Evans, "An
Evaluation of Textbooks in Terms of Learning Principlss," Ibid.,
pp. MBS, BB3.

2oQuoted by B. F. Skinner, "Teaching Machines," Ibid., p. 158.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE FOR THE STUDY

The Pilot Study

In order to apply the teaching machine concept to business

mathematics, Professor Harry Huffman developed a textbook, Programmed

Business Mathematics. In preparation for this text, Professor

Huffman carried on comprehensive study and research. For two years

he had the full-time and intensive help of an experimental psycholo-

gist, Stuart Marguilies. The entire project was supervised by the

Center for Programed Instruction. Dr. Huffman supervised many

individual students or groups of students es they went through the

Program.1

In the summer of 1961 at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, the

writer participated in a Directed Study, Bus. Ed. 600, "Programmed

Instruction in Business Education,” under the direction of Dr.

Huffman. This directed study served as an introduction to the basic

philosophy and concepts embodied in the idea of programming.

All of the students enrolled in the directed study first

worked through part of Section One of the fundamentale frames. This

proved to be an excellent way to get acquainted with the distinctive

lHarry Huffman, "Some Points of View About Programming
Business Mathematics,” (Mimeographed paper), p. 1.
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features of programming. Each student-writer was encouraged to

write in comments as he went along concerning points he did not

uderstand, wording that was not clear, copy errors that needed

correction, and even suggestions for rewording frames.

Dr. Huffman had frequent conferences with his student-

writers. In these sessions, the student-writers pooled their

ideas for revision and evaluated the proposed changes.

The student-editors also had a taste of the painstaking

work that goes into frame construction. Some of the taska were

working out problems to double check on their correctness, reading

frames for grammatical ccrrectness and coherence, and then finally

retyping the fraes on masters for duplication.

Each student-writer was assigned three or four college

freshmen who were currently taking an introductory math course at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute. The college students received M5l

Fundamentals frames to work through under the supervision of the

student-writers. Each college student was asked to write down his

comments on the frames sheets as he went along.

The student-writers tabulated errors for their own assignees

at the conclusion of the period of testing. Then, to make a more

careful study possible, each student editor was assigned a certain

number of frames for a more detailed study of error patterns. For

this, each student-writer had access to the other student-writers'

tabulations and, therefore, had a wider range of responses to work

with.
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A final report was required in which each student was

expected to do some rewriting of the frames on which he had made a

detailed study. The college students' comments were used as guides

in the rewriting.

The following section is taken from the writer's evaluation

of her assignees:

It was interesting to watch the students as
they worked. Their reactions were not always verbal,
but I could sense that they became more interested in
the frames the longer they worked on them (with one
exception).

It seems quite evident that the students feel
that the frames are overly simple when they begin,
but when they begin making mistakes, they realize
that they must go more slowly. They seemed to feel
that the steps, as a whole, are not too large.

The suggestions for improvement that they made
had to do mostly with the mechanics of the programming.
They wished for clearer print, more legible illustra—
tions, and occasionally the layout of a frame was

confusing because they didn't see all the blanks that
needed to be filled in until they looked at the answers
and saw they hadn't finished the frame.

I felt that the project would have meant more
to Mr. L. ehe Mz-. E. ir they hadn't "p1·emptea"
themselves so often.

Since the work is so concentrated, it seems
that the students should work in blocks of time not
more than one hour long; then take a break and go on
for a second hour if they wish. For younger students,
I believe that one hour would be long enough at a
time.

2Miriam L. Weaver, "Evaluation of Three Students' Work,"
(Typewritten report of Directed Study), p. l.
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Since one of the purposes of this thesis is to study the

kinds of errors that high school students make and the difficulties

they encounter in the Fundamentals frames, it would be informative

to classify the kinds of errors made by college students on the

same program for the purpose of comparison.

Frames 97 to 17h, all in the multiplication section, were

assigned to the writer for special study. Out of these, there were

16 frames missed by three or more assignees. The following table

indicates the types of errors made by college students. The table

shows that most errors for college students come under the heading

of "careless" errors, with "computational" errors running a close

second. For the most part, these students did not admit to making

errors because of a lack of comprehension, but it seems likely that

this must have accounted for some of the errors.
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TABLE I

Tabulation of Errors made by College Students
on Fundamentals Frames 97 to 17h

(Multiplication)

Classification of Errors Number of Errors

Apparently Prompted Themselves 7

Didn't understand, so responded
differently than expected 7

Careless errors 2M

Added or Omitted part or all
of Questions on Frame 7

Computational Errors
Addition l
Subtraction M
Multiplication 9Division 9

Decimal or comma placement errors 8
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Preparations Made by the Writer

Frame Arrangement.-—Before administering the set of frames

to students, the writer took the duplicated sheets of the program,

cut the frames apart and pasted them on five- by eight-inch cards,

one frame to a card. The answer or reinforcement was written on

the back of the card. The reason fer placing the frames on cards

was to facilitate the insertion of new cards into the sequence

when new frames were added.

Securing Student-Editors.--The writer teaehes Business

Education courses at Eastern Mennonite High School, Harrisonburg,

Virginia, and all the testing for the experiment was carried out

at this place.

Students chosen for the experiment were all high school

students of this school. Three freshmen, three sophomores, and

five seniors participated. Three of the eleven students tested

were boys and eight were girls.

These eleven students entered the experiment as an

interesting and profitable out-of—class project since the writer

was not able to use any one of her own classes for testing. The

students gave up their only free periods of the school day in

order to cooperate in the testing sessions. For this reason, the

writer did not feel justified in asking them to give up additional

study hall time to take retention tests although it undoubtedly

would have added to the value of this experiment to administer

retention tests at intervals in the program.
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Preliminary Arithmetic Teet.—·In order to determine the

students' skill in basic arithmetic fundamentale, the writer

administered one form (either V or W) of the Schorling, Clark,

Potter "Hundred—Problem Arithmetic Test" to each participating

student just before he began working on the frames. The test

consists of five sections: I. Addition; II. Subtraction;

III. Multiplication; IV. Division; and V. Fractions, Decimals,

and Per Cents. The results of these tests are shown on the

"Student·Editor Data Summary" sheets in Chapter IV.

The Answer Tablet.--The writer provided answer tablete for

the students. Spiral shorthand pads with a line down the center of

the page were used for this purpose. A sample answer sheet is

illustrated on the next page. Frame numbers and comments were

written in the right-hand column of the page and answers were

written on the left-hand side of the page. If a response was

incorrect, the student placed an "x" beside the number of the

frame.

Directions to Student—Editors.--The writer oriented the

student-editors into the special features of the programmed material

during the initial testing session. The students were told that they

were important members of a team that was testing the value of a

promising new teaching-learning technique.

Specific directions euch as these were given: dotted lines

on the frame mean filling in as many words as are needed to complete
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a statement; pay especial attention to underlined words because

they give hints as to how to answer questions; it is permissible

to review previous frames, but at no time is one to look ahead; and

finally, the writer tried to impress on the students the importance

of reading the frame carefully and responding to it before turning

over the card to see the answer• Because there was only one set

of cards available for use, each student was instructed to make no

marks or write no answers on the frames, but to write all responses

on the answer tablet pages.
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ILLUSTRATION 1

Sample Answer Sheet

Name of Student-EditorH
A 1 H
A 2 H

3 H
1 ho H

H32
M00

3hundreds X Didn't understand. H

*30 000 8
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Testing Procedures

Procedure of Student-Editors

Taking Arithmetic Test.-The first step in the process for

the student—editor was to take the Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test.

This test was administered by the writer and scored immediately. It

provided an on-the-spot picture of the student-editor's ability to

solve addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, decimal, frac-

tion, and per cent problems.

working through the Progrgg.--The student-editor received

his answer tablet and the set of frames on cards. The writer worked

through the first several frames with the student-editor to be sure

that he understood the procedure he was to follow. The student read

the frame, responded by writing the answer in the answer tablet,

turned over the card to see if his answer corresponded to the rein-

forcement on the back, then placed the card face down on the table and

picked up the next card and responded to that one. If the student-

editor made an incorrect response, he put an
”x"

beside the number of

that frame in the answer tablet, He was invited to write coments in

the right-hand portion of the answer sheet.

At the conclusion of each testing session, the student turned

in his answer tablet and the frames. These were kept in a safe place

by the teacher until the next testing session.

when the student completed the program, he had a conference

with the teacher. This will be discussed more fully later in the chapter.
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Procedures of Writer while
Collecting the Data

The Plan of Action.--The writer felt that it would be desirable

to test several students with the program just as it was before making

any changes or revisions. Two students worked with the original frames

on the first round of testing. The writer calculated percentage of

errors and then revised the frames.

During the second round of testing, three student—editors

worked through the program. Again percentages of error were computed.

Four students were tested in the third round, and this was followed

by a third revision. Two students were tested in the final round.

By this time, the percentage of errors of the student-editors came

within the error limit goal set up at the beginning of the experiment,

so there were no further revisions.

Supervision and Encouragement of Student-Editors.··Since the

students who agreed to enter this experiment did so voluntarily,

the problem of initial motivation was not great. However, it soon

became apparent that the student-editors found that the program was

more difficult than they had first thought. Also, they found that they

made errors on what appeared to be easy questions.

It was at this point that the writer tried to encourage them

to read more carefully and to reread a frame if necessary before

making a response. In this wa the student-editors would be less

likely to make "unnecessary" mistakes, and they would feel a greater

sense of satisfaction in the work they did. The writer assured them
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that if they made mistakes, it was an indication that the program

needed clarification or revision and that it was not a reflection

upon the student—editors.

Conference of Writer and Student-Editors.--A conference was

held with one student-editor at a time upon his completion of the pro-

gram. This proved to be a valuable and rewarding feature--especially

for the writer. The student—editor had his answer tablet returned to

him for the duration of the conference so that he could refer to it

freely, and the writer had another pad handy for jotting down perti-

nent items. In this conference, the writer tried to ascertain the

student-editor's reaction to the frames in general and how valuable

he felt the experience was. Then the writer asked the student to be

as frank as he wished in comenting about specific frames. Together,

the conferees discussed every frame on which the student-editor had

made an incorrect response. The student-editors were very alert in

observing errors on the frames such as lines omitted, a zero omitted

in an answer, and the like.

The students' comments on their answer sheets and during the

conference are the basis for detailed reports of each student's errors.

Included in these coments are general observations and remarks about

errors they found on the frames. (These comment sheets are a part of

Chapter IV.)

Tabulating Errors.-The writer formulated error tabulation

sheets which were simple to maintain and which proved to be most

helpful in the work of revision. Each sheet was blocked off with
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half—inch blccks except for a numbered column down the left side of the

page and space at the top for the names of the students. There was

room for 20 numbers down each page and the lines were numbered consecu-

tively from 1 to 239.

It was an easy matter for the writer to fill in a student's

nam above one of the columns on each page and then run down the page

placing an "x" in each block which corresponded to the humbers of the

frames he had missed. There was room also to got down a brief nota-

tion about the cause of the error. This chart provided a convenient,

cumulative record of incorrect responses. One advantage of the chart

was the immediate visual information indicated by the pattern of
"x's”

which showed trouble spots that needed revision.

Frame Revision.--The writer studied the frames which were

missed by stndent—editors to analyze the causes of errors and to

determine how frames could be changed, rewritten, added, or deleted.

Especial attention was given to those frames which were missed hy

more than one person.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Introduction to the Analysis

This chapter is divided into three main sections. The first

section consists of information about the students who participated

in the experiment. Most of the information is displayed in table

form.

In the second section of the chapter there is a study of the

kinds of errors that students made and an attempt to classify them

into four categories. A class1fication—of-errors table is an impor-

tant part of this section.

The third section of the chapter deals with the clarification,

revision, addition, and deletion of frames which the writer carried

out in an effort to help the students reduce the percentage of errors

they made on the frames. In addition to stating the reasons for re-

vision, the writer has shown the frames that were changed or revised--

showing first the original frame, if it is needed for clarity, and then

the revision. In each case that a new frame was constructed, the new

frame is shown also.
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Information about Student—Editors

Student-Editor Data Summagy

This experiment had two basic essentials. One was the pro-

grammed material; the other was the subjects, the high school students

who were willing to participate in the experiment. Since high school

students are not automatons, it will add to the value of this study

to know something about their individual interests and abilities.

Therefore the writer compiled a limited variety of information that

may help to interpret the results of the experiment. Permission was

obtained from the principal of Eastern Mennonite High School to secure

some information from the permanent records of the students for this

report.

For the sake of clarity and uniformity, data sheets were com-

piled. These are displayed on the following pages and are arranged in

table form. Included on each sheet are representative English and

mathematics grades since both of these skills are essential for work-

ing through a program in business mathematics.

The intelligence quotient derived from the California Short-

Form Test of Mental Maturity tells something of the student's capacity

to learn and apply new concepts. For sight of the students, it was

possible to obtain information from the Kuder Preference Record Profile

Sheets. Percentiles in two areas were chosen as being relevant to this

report: the computational and the clerical. This, of course, is not

a test of actual ability; but as the name implies it shows the student's
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interest in and preference for occupations within these vocational

areas. The raw score and percentile rank on the Hundred-Problem

Arithmetic Test taken Just before the program testing began show the

student's ability in basic computational skills.

The last category on this sheet is the record of the student's

score in the business mathematics program. This shows at a glance

the percentage of errors and the corresponding percentage of accuracy

obtained by the student-editor.
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TABLE 2

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Joe
Age: lb-8

Classification: Freshman

Scholastic Cross—Section

Year Subject Sumester Crades

1960-61 Algebra 1 A A
1960-61 s¤g11e¤ 1 A A

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

9/lk/60 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. O. 126

3/5/62 Kuder Preference Vocationsl Comput. 78%-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Boys) Clerl ll%·ile

ll/M/61 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 93 97$-ile

Score in Programmed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

0r1g1¤e1 M5 10% 90%
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TABLE 3

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: John
Age: 17-6

Classification: Senior

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1961-62 Bookkeening I C B
1961-62 English IV B C

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

11/61 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 115

12/8/61 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 76 61%-ile

Score in Programed Material

Per Cent

Frame Sequence Number of Errors
Errors Accuracy

Original lk 3.12% 96.9%
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TABLE 1+

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Kathy
Age: 18-1

Classification : Senior

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1960-61 Bookkeeping I B B
1961-62 English IV B C

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

9/1h/60 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 85

3/7/61 Kuder Preference Vocational Cler. 7k%-ile
Becord (Profile Sheet fer Girls) Comnut. S3;-ile

2/6/62 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 82 7h%-ile

Score in Programmed Material

Frame Sequence Number of Errors P°r C°“¥

Errors Accuracy

First Revision 51 11.28% 88.7%
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TABLE 5

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Mary Ethyl
Age: 17-11

Classification: Senior

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1961-62 Bookkeeping I B B1961-62 English IV A B

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

11/61 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 106

2/6/62 Hundred-Problem Ar1tnme¢1c Test 72 5h%-11e

Score in Programmed Material

Per CentFpeme sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy
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TABLE 6

, STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Judy
Age: 15-1

Classification: Freshman

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1960-61 Eighth-Grade Math A A
1961-62 English I A A

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

ll/61 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 112

3/lk/62 Kuder Preference Vocational Comput. 88%-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) Cler. 97%-ile

5/M/62 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 66 R51-ile

Score in Programed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

First Revision ho 8.85% 91.2%
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TABLE 7

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: David
Age: 15-3

Classification: Sophomore

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1961-62 Algebra I A
1961-62 ' English I A

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

2/6/63 California Short~Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 120

10/18/62 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 93 97%-ile

Score in Progranmed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

Second Revision 3 .63X 99.3$
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TABLE 8

STUDEIÜ-EDITOB DATA Svxfmn'!

Name of Student: Carol Ann
Age: lü—3

Classification: Frcshmen

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1961-62 mgmb-·:u—sae Maas B A
1961-62 Eighth—Grade English B A

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

ll/61 California Short•Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 113

3/2/62 Kuder Preference Vocational Comput. 361-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) Cler. hG1•ile

E/T/62 Hunäred-Problem Arithmetic Test 86 92%-11e

Score in Programed Material

Per Cent
Frame Seqnence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

¢°°““ 2223992 *222* 92*
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TABLE 9

STUDEHT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Phyllis
Age: 15-11

Classification: Sophomore

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semster Grades

1961-62 Algebra I B A
1961-62 English 1 B A

Test Scores
Date Name of Test Score Percentile

9/lb/62 California Short«Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 121

3/2/62 Kuder Preference Vocational Comput. 291-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) Cler. 801-ile

11/30/62 Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 88 91%-ile

Score in Programmed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

Second Revision 7 1.h8$ 98.5Z
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TABLE 10

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMARY

Nee of Student: Lois
Age: 15-8

Classification: Sophomore

Scholastic Cro:s-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1961-62 ugsbrs 1 · s A
1961-62 English 1 A A

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Rercentile

9/lb/GS California Snort—Form Test
of Mental äaturity, I. Q. 119

3/2/62 Kuder Preference Vocstional Comput. 89%-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) ¤1er„ 99%-1le

ll/30/62 Hundred—Problem Arithmetic Test Bh 851-ile

Score in Programmed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequeuce Number of Errors

Errors Accurecy

Second Revision ll 2.33% 97.7%
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TABLE 11

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Esther
Age: 18-2

Classification: Senior

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1959-60 Algebra I B A
1961-62 English III B B

Test Scores

Date Name of Test Score Percentile

9/lk/60 California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity, I. Q. 106

5/2/62 Kuder Preference Vocational Comput. MO!-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) Cler. MDI-lle

3/19/63 Hundred—Prob1em Arithmetic Test 83 T9!-ile

Score in Programmed Material

Per Cent
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

'muna Rev1¤1¤¤ 20 1+.lOZ 95.9%
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TABLE 12

STUDENT-EDITOR DATA SUMMARY

Name of Student: Rachel
Age: l7·5

Classification: Senior

Scholastic Cross-Section

Year Subject Semester Grades

1960-Gl Geometry
‘

B B
l96l·62 English III B B

Test Scores

Date Nae of Test ; Score Percentile

9/lb/60 California Short·Form Test
of Mental Maturity„ 1. Q. 122

1/M/62 Kuder Preference Vocational Comput. 60%-ile
Record (Profile Sheet for Girls) Cler. $7%-ile

3/19/63 Hundred—Problem Arithmetic Test 75 6h%·ile

Score in Programmed Material

Per Ccuß
Frame Sequence Number of Errors

Errors Accuracy

Th1ra Rev1s1o¤ 5 1.02% 99%
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Teacher-Student Conference Comments

As indicated in Chapter III, the conference of the teacher and

the student-editor at the conclusion of the testing sessions was a

valuable part of the experiment. The student had his answer tablet

and the teacher had a pad for Jotting down notes. Since most of the

students had not written down comments as they went along, the

conference provided a good opportunity to complete this phase of the

testing.

The comments that students made about difficulties they

faced with various frames suggested to the writer possible reasons

for these difficulties. One significant fact that the writer

noticed was that when the teacher and student-editor together reviewed

his trouble spots, he was often able to identity the cause of his

error ggg to see at a glance what he should have had. Frequently,

students remarked that they did not see why they had missed a

particular frame in the first place since it seemed so clear to

them when looking over it a second time.

The students' comments are compiled into individual reports

on the following page=. Items enclosed in parentheses in these

reports are teacher comments. At the end of each student-comment

section, there is a brief statement of the teacher's evaluation of

the student—editor's work and attitudes.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Joe (Original Sequence)

Frames Student-Ed1tor's Comments

ADDITION

31 Wrong estimation

39 Used "sum of lO" instead of "combination of 10."

Mo Mistake in addition.

M2 I didn't read carefully; thought the question said
”which seems easier."

M5 I didn't read carefully.

M9 I was confused by previous question.

sh Made a mistake in addition; second answer correct.

57 Mistske in addition.

SUBTRACTION

63 Rounded to nearest 50 instead of 100.

TO Mistake in addition.

MULTIPLICATION

93 Histake in addition.

98 I didn't understand the term "extension." I thought
numbers go from right to left when multiplied.

100 Wrong addition.

126 The wording is misleading. The frame said "upper
and lower estimates" and the answer had "lower to
upper.”

129 Had "reasonable"; don't know why.

132 I rounded numbers to 1,200 x 80 for lower estimate
and 1,300 x 90 for upper estimate.
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Joe's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

133 The wording is not too clear; I had only "c" for
answer and didn't multiply.

13k ”Finding" instead of “estimating.”

138 I omitted "to the other factor.”

139 I goofed.

1kO Wrong division.

lk} Isn‘t there an error on card? 500 is 1/2 of 1000,
isn't it?

lk5 Wrong division.

1k9 I had one too many zeros on answer for 250 x 39.

150 The answer was misleading. This time it omitted
the words, "to other factor.“

153 There is an incomplete answer on frame.

15k 7,500 instead of 3,500 on third answer.

166 "Annexing zeros” instead of "verification."

16T Frame needs lines.

169 I didn't write down factors, but just the answer.

DIVISION

182 Faulty division sign on frame; it looked like an
addition sinn.

185 Frame needs answer to problem.

187 Error of division.

19k I didn't read carefullyg had 32 instead of 30.

196 Had "estimation" instead of "trial divisor.”

205 I had k9 instead of h,90o.

209 Had 21k instead of 213.
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Joe's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

212 Had 2h3 instead of 2h,

215 "Quotient" instead of "divldend."

216 Had 23 instead of 2b.

219 Had 300 instead of 30.

226 Error in estimation.

230 Error in finding lower and upper estimates.

237 Error in estimation.

Writer's Evaluation

Joe worked very fast and not always too accurately. Since he

was the first atudent—editor working through the program, he co-

operated very well in editing the frames for errors, omissions, poor

copy, and the like. He said he enjoyed working through the program

and learned some new points about estimation and ahortcuts„
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

John (Original Sequence)

Frames Student—Editor's Comments

ADDITION

5 Too high an estimation

1M First answer was 3 instead of 2.

29 $78 1¤s1;eaa or $80.

M2 No comment

M5 Didn't get the word "angular.”

5M $5.66 instead of $5.96.

MULTIPLICATION

95 Said "3" was incorrect.

111 $3,700 mszeaa er $3,600.

lM9 3,362,500 instead of 33,625. Decimal point error.

163 Error in using the shortcut method.

175 Error in estimation.

DIVISION

190 (The student-editor skipped this frame and simply
wrote a

”?”
in the answer space.)

196 Had the word "estimate” instead of "trial d1visor.”

211 Error in estimation.
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writer's Evaluation

Although the teacher supervised John closely, she felt fairly

sure that he was "prompting" himself much of the time. This student-

editor had very little to offer in the way of comeuts.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Kathy (First Revision)

Frames Student—Editor's Comments

ADDITION

17+ I didn't understand this one.

22 Estimated wrong.

39 I didn't read the last part.

MM I thought it meant only the "tens" part of the aum.
I had M instead of sh and thought the 5 would be
carried.

M5 I didn't know; couldn't remember.

M8 I rounded it to thousands instead of ten thousands;
added wrong.

M9 I had "sub—addition" instead of "sub·tota1.”

SUBTRACTION

68 Didn't read carefully.

59 Had "same" instead of "same extent."

75 Didn't read carefully; added them all; didn't
withdraw.

MULTIPLICATION

91 Error in multiplication.

92 I didn't finish the problem; (she didn't show correct
answer).

95 Missed two that were incorrect.
109 I had "rounding" instead of "lower"; just d1dn't think.

110 I had "numbers" instead of "factors"; gave lower
estimate of each nuber instead of multiplying them.
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KathY's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

llh Same error as 110.

116 I didn't understand this problem.

118 I thought it should be lower than the exact number;
had 30,000 instead of 35,000.

128 Error in multiplication.

130 Didn't answer the last question on this one.

lh3 A line needs to be filled in on the frame.

1h8 Omitted last zero.

158 Had 10 instead of 100.

159 Error in multiplication.

162 Error in multiplication.

166 (She was confused and thought it was talking about
checking subtraction by addition of remainder and
smaller number.)

175 Wrong estimation.

177 I marked one wrong that is correct.

DIVISION

185 Error in canceling zeros; had 200 instead of 20.

189 Had "s1mi1ar” instead of "measuring."

19h Error in estimation; had 200 instead of 30.

198 I thought "8 into 16" instead of "2 into
l6.”

210 Rounded the dividend incorrectly; had 32,000 instead
of 320,000.

212 I had 20 instead of 2h on an estimated answer.

219 Had 31 instead of 30 in estimation.
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Kathy's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

221 Had "est1mate" instead of "remainder."

223 Had "reasonable estimate" instead of "trial divisor."

22h I got all confused; didn't know what they wanted.
(She had trial divisor which wasn't too bad a guess.)

226 I estimated too closely. I thought the questions
7 are not consistent.

229 Had error in remainder.

230 (Student—editor did not understand this apparently;
she had "upper," in answer to the question of whether
the product lies between the upper and lower estimates.)

231 I thought since there is a remainder, you could make
it a decimal.

239 Had 8 instead of 800 for the remainder. (Actually‘
this is the reduced form of the remainder.)

Writer's Evaluation

Kathy worked as carefully and conscientiously as she could, but

her main difficulty was with comprehension. Her low I. Q. undoubtedly

made it more difficult for her to understand what she was reading.

The writer administered Form W of the Hundred-Problem Test to

Kathy at the conclusion of the testing sessions on which she scored

87 and ranked in the 87th percentile as compared with her raw score

of 82 and rank in the 7hth percentile preceding the testing with the

program.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Mary Ethyl (First Revision)

Frames Student—Editor's Comments

ADDITION

9 I misunderstood this; didn't think through it.

lk Had wrong estimation on last part.

15 I understood it, but had wrong estimation.

23 I can't remember why I got it wrong. (She did it

correctly when we had our conference together.)

29 Wrong estimation.

k8 Missed both additions.

57 Errors in addition.

SUBTRACTION

62 I didn't know exactly what it was calling for; had

"estimating" instead of "rounding" and ”hundred"
instead of "two."

68 I didn't round the thousands correctly; had 3,200

instead of 3,300.

75 I didn't read carefully and added them all instead of

doing what it asked for.

76 I thought it was calling for a different word; I had

"subtrahend" instead of "larger number."

MULTIPLICATION

85 I didn't understand what was meant by 10 89's.

90 I thought it was asking for the product or answer

instead of labeling these numbers as partial products.

95 Figured product for "i" incorrectly.

7 103 I didn't understand what was called for; had "estima-
tion" instead of "rounding."
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Mary Ethy1's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

108 I rounded the larger number up instead of down.

109 Had "nearest" instead of "1ower."

110 Had "numbers" instead of "factors.”

11M I didn't understand the question and didn't work
it correctly.

(This conference was never completed, so the
following comments are by the writer.)

115 Error in upper estimate; she rounded the amount up,
but rounded the weeks down to MO; had $M,0O0 instead
or $5,000.

116 Same type of error here as in 115.

11T Did not understand to what numbers are to be rounded;
had tens and units instead of hundreds and tens.

133 Error in multiplication.

135 She had "numbers" instead of "factors."

1MO Error in shortcut multiplying; she did not annex a
zero.

1MM Error in division when using multiplying shortcut.

lM6 Error in stating rule for shortcut of multiplying
by 25 .

lM8 Error in stating rule for shortcut of multiplying
by 250. Did not answer the last question on frame.

1M9 Error in division on one part of frame.

15M Omitted one part.

163 Error in using shortcut for multiplying by 98.

16M Error in using shortcut for multiplying by 99.

165 Had "simplified” instead of "many individua1."
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Mary Ethyl's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

166 Had "annexing zeros" instead of "verification."

167 Had “verified" instead of "reversed."

17h Marked one of the extensions wrong which is correct.

175 Error in estimation.

176 Careless error; added a withdrawal instead of
subtracting.

177 Marked an extension wrong which is correct, and did
not correct one that was incorrect.

DIVISION

187 Division error.

188 Had "add" instead of "count."

210 She rounded the dividend incorrectly.

211 Error of estimation in both problems on this frame.

219 Error of division.

223 Had "estimate" instead of "trial divisor."

225 Estimation error.

226 Error in estimation and in exact balance because she
added the withdrawals.

227 Error in estimation of division.

229 Error in estimation of division.

230 Errors of estimation on both parts of answer.

231 Error of estimation.

233 Error in estimating answer and in finding the trial
divisor.

238 Error in division.
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Mary Ethy1's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

239 Had 8 for remainder instead of 800 (this is right
when canceling out zeros).

Wr1ter's Evaluation

Mary Ethyl encountered the most difficulty of any of the

student—editors in working through the program. She said in her

commnts that she was not very good in mathematics. Most of her

errors could be classified as errors of estimation or rounding and

not applying new concepts being introduced throughout the program.

Mary had a good attitude and worked as carefully as she could, but

she was weak in comprehension. There seems to be a relationship

between her low score OB the Hundred—Problem test and her low score

on the program.

The writer admihistered Form W to Mary at the conclusion of

the testing and she did better D8ViDg a raw score of 83 and ranking

in the 79th percentile•
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STUDENT COMMNTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Judy (First Revision)

Frames Student·Editor's Comments

ADDITION

5 Probably an error in choosing an estimate.

17 Error in estimation.

31 I didn't understand; error in estimation.

37 Omitted the word "reverse" both places it was called
for; had "addition."

M8 Error in additinn; 7 instead of 8.

sh Error in addition; 586 instead of 596.

57 Error in addition; 52 instead of 53.

SUBTRACTION

62 I didn't get the idea or else I didn't think; had
estimating instead of "rounding."

70 Error in addition on first problem.

MULTIPLICATION

85 Read the problem wrong; "read in" the frame number.

92 Error in multiplication.

99 I didn‘t understand the terms "right and "left" as
used, or what extended to right or left means.

103 I didn't understand; had "extent" instead of ”round-
ing.”

128 Error in multiplication in finding exact product.

1hO Made two errors in using shortcut for multiplying by 5.

1h7 Error in dividing; annexed too many zeros.
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Judy's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

15h Error in multiplying 9 x 827 by shortcut method.

161 I was thinking of the "three" zeros instead of
1000 in stating rule.

162 Error in subtraction in using shortcut for multi-
plying by 999.

166 I did¤'t understand this; had "estimating products"
instead of "verification."

175 Error in estimation.

176 Error in estimation.

177 Error in multiplication.

DIVISION

187 Error in division; one too many zeros in answer.

201 Error in division problem with zeros; 3k instead of
3UO.

202 Wrong estimation.

209 Rounded dividend to 1 digit instead of 2 digits with
zeros.

213 Chose the wrong incorrect average.

21h I chose the wrong incorrect average here too.

219 Had 31 instead of 20 for estimated answer.

226 Wrong estimation, but had exact answer correct.

227 Had an error in the estimation, but the exact answer
was correct.

228 Error in estimated answer, but exact answer was
correct.

229 same as 228.

230 Did not get the point of the question.
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Judy's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

231 Error in estimated answer.

writcr's Evaluation

Judy said she had not had a math course since eighth grade

and that she forgot how to do a lot of the simple arithmetical

procedures-especially decimals, fractions and per cents. The

majority of her errors on the program were in estimation and rou.nding•
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

David (Second Revision)

Because David missed only three, the writer had no conference with

him since he indicated that he understood everything very well and

had no questions or remarks.

Frames

ADDITION

M2 In this question he checked "B" as being more
difficult than "A•"

MULTIPLication

97 To the question of whether dollar signs are omitted
in extensions, he responded "no."

138 In stating the rule for shortcut in multiplying by
5, student-editor omitted the words "to the other
factor."

Writer' s Evaluation

David had very few coments to make other than that he enjoyed

working through the program, and that he learned some new things about

shortcuts that he had not known before. Although his score is the

highest of anyone the writer tested, the writer feels sure that this

student—editor did not "prompt" himself, but worked fast and accurate—

ly, following directions all the way through.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Carol Ann (Second Revision)

Frames Student·Editor's Coments

ADDITION

16 I thought "barely sufficient" meant "not suffic1ent."

23 Error in estimation; had $20,000 instead of $2,000.

29 Error in rounding two different numbers to tens.

37 Omitted the word "reverse" in "reverse addition."

M8 Error in one addition.

57 Error in addition.

SUBTRACTION

T3 Wrong estimation; I didn't know what numbers to
round to.

MULTIPLICATION

92 Wrong total in addition.

9h Error in multiplication.

95 I think there are too many parts to this frame. Had

an error in one multiplication.

98 I didn't understand what "extension" means.

100 I forgot to add the extensions.

101 (Student—editor had the answer "too many beakers,'
which could be a valid observation, although it is
wrong.)

132 I didn't understand the question (didn't remember how
to find lower and upper estimates).

1hO Error in using shortcut for multiplying by 5.

1h2 Careless-didn't put in decimal.
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Carol Ann's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

1h3 Careless, I don't know why I put in 300 instead of
3 zeros (The writer thinks she can see why student-
editor made this mistake.)

1h9 Error in division when using shortcut for multi-
plying by 250.

159 Error in subtraction in using shortcut for multi-
plying by 98.

P 161-1 I didn't know what to put. I should have gotten
that right, I suppose. Error in stating rule for
multiplying by 999.

16h Error in multiplication.

172 Error in estimation.

DIVISION

183 I don't know what I was trying to do; didn't under-
stand how to complete the rule.

185 I was confused by the arrow. (Student-editor showed
solution of "a" instead of "b".)

201 Chose the wrong answer to this estimation-too many
Z€rOS•

206 I tried to estimate in tens rather than in ones.

210 Didn't round the dividend correctly.

211 Error in estimating answer--too many zeros.

212 Estimated answer had one digit plus a zero;

215 Had "complete answer" instead of "d1vidend."

226 Error in rounding, but exact answer was correct.

230 Didn't read the question correctly. Careless answer.

231 Didn't read the frame carefully. Error in estimation.
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Carol Ann's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

\·¥riter's Evaluation

Carol was not able to work consecutively through the program

due to several factors beyond her control following minor surgery.

The resulting nervous tension vorked adversely upon her-—she could

not concentrate as she should have. She became discouraged about

making so many "stupid" mistakes. Her good score in the Hundred-

Problem test and high percentile ranking indicate that she might

have done better on the program had she felt better physically.
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STUDENT COMMENTS OH FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Phyllis (Second Revision)

Frames Student-Editor's Coments

ADDITION

29 Rounded to nearest ones instead of tens.

3l Error in addition.

SUBTRACTION

TO Error in addition.

T6 Had "correct answer" instead of "larger number."

MULTIPLICATION

‘lkO Error in division in using shortcut for multiplying
by 5 mentally.

DIVISION

2lO D1dn't round the dividend correctly.

Writer's Evaluation

Phyllis was glad for the opportunity to work through the
E

program and said she enjoyed it and learned "a lot." She worked

with a high degree of accuracy which compares favorably with her

grades and test scores.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Lois (Second Revision)

Frames Student-Editor's Comments

ADDITION ‘

7 Rounded off and added the numbers instead of
supplying the word.

17 I made a wrong assuption and thought he would be
wem-. $23 ,000.

~ 31 Rounded off the first number incorrectly, so the
estimated sum was wrong too.

SUBTRACTION

70 Error in addition.

MULTIPLICATION

„ 87 Used the word "added" instead of "a¤nexed."

‘10l I didn't understand the question and goofed on the
answer.

lb? Multiplied instead of dividing in using shortcut
V on all three problems.

—
170 Multiplication error.

Writer's Evaluation

Lois said she enjoyed working through the frames. She likes

math and did well on the program. Lois was one of the students who

was enger to work through the program.
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STUDENT COMMNTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS

Esther (Third Revision)

Frames Student—Editor's Comments

ADDITION

17 Error in estimation.

32 Error in estimation.

39 Error in one of the additions.

M2 I must have read the question wrong.

M8 Careless error; had h5,000 instead of u5o,0o0.
Error in addition in the second part.

SUBTRACTION

65 Careless answer; added instead of subtracting
because all were addition before.

73 Didn't know what rounding was called for, chose
the wrong estimate.

MULTIPLICATION

9h Multiplied wrong on the first problem.

98 I didn't understand the question; didn't read it
carefully.

10h Error in multiplication; had 1,200 instead of
120,000.

112 I didn't know that you ever round a number like

129 I thought 3,000 times $5 is $15,000 and thought
that is near enough to be reasonable.

1k3 Careless; didn't think. Had 100 and 2 instead of

172 Error in estimation.

175 Error in estimation.
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Esther's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued)

DIVISION

209 Error in division-—rounded off answer too much.

217 1 Just pm; tue wrong thing down; nad "aivxdena"
instead of "trial divisor."

231 I thought that because there is a remainder, the
answer would be "decimals and whole numbers."

Writer's Evaluation

Esther did not work as carefully as she might have and

therefore had too many careless errors. She had a tendency to

answer quickly and then think how she should have answered the

question, rather than being sure before she responded to a

frame.

Because she is a Senior, her raw score of 83 on the

Hundred-Problem test put her in a much lower percentile accordingly

than a sophomore would have earned.
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS 0F MATHEMATICS

Rachel (Third Revision)

Frames Student•Editor's Comments

ADDITION

2h I don't know why I rounded incorrectlyg had 3,000
instead of 2,000.

29 Rounded 15.83 to nearest ones instead of nearest tens.

MULTIPLICATION

92 Error in multiplying in one partial product.

116 Estimated the upper range incorrectly.

DIVISION

21h Error in estimation.

Writer's Evaluation

Rachel said she likes mathematics. She worked through the

program carefully and methodically taking plenty of time to think

through the questions and problems. Her accuracy on the program

and her I. Q. compare favorably; her low score in the Hundred-

Problem Arithmetic Test was caused by missing and omitting too

many problems in the Division section and the Fractions, Decimals,

and Per Cents section.
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Classification of Errors

Faulty or Incomplete Frames

As might be expected, there were a number of mechanical errors:

lines indicating where an answer should be placed were lacking, errors

in the answers, a zero missing in an answer, printing on the frames

that was too pale to read, a division sign that looked too much like

a plus sign, and similar items. Only four errors were attributed to

this cause, however,

Carelessness

Into this category fall a variety of wrong responses. "I just

didn't think," YI d1dn't write down the last answer," "I didn't read

it carefully," or "I had the wrong word," are some of the common

reasons given for this kind of errors. It is true that some errors

come under two categories, and so they were counted two times each on

the chart which follows this section. This was often the case in the

simple computational errors where through careless addition, for

example, the response was incorrect. This counted as a computational

error and also as a careless error.

Some of the careless errors were caused specifically by too

rapid reading, omitting part or all of the responses on a frame, or

by failure to make the desired response. In this kind of error,

there was often a lack of understanding of some new concept also, but

the error came about because of the student's overlooking or not

following cues that were clearly given on the frames; so here, again,
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some errors fit under two headings: "Failed to make desired response,"

and "Did not apply concept."

Coggutational Errors

A total of 66 errors come under this heading. The simple,

basic processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

belong in this group.

Lack of Comprehension of New Concepts

There were 165 errors which fit into this category. The

concepts that seemed to cause the most trouble to student-editors

were those of estimation and rounding. These two alcne were responsi-

ble for 82 errors. Fifty-nine errors were caused by not applying a

new concept other than estimation or rounding. Some of these

occurred at the initial introduction of a new concept, indicating

the need for more buildup on the concept before asking the student

to state a rule or work a problem using the concept.

Twenty-four errors came under the general statement, "I didn't

understand." This referred most often to not knowing exactly gggg

the frame was asking for, and the reason behind that was usually an

unfamiliar concept that just had not become clear to the student.

The statement, "I didn't understand," sometimes meant not knowing

ggg to apply the concept.

The table on the following page summarizes this section by

displaying a breakdovn of causes of errors and listing the times

each student-editor had errors in each classification.
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Frame Clarification, Revision,
Addition, and Evaluation

As mentioned in the preceding section, a number of mchanical

defects of the frames came to light throughout the testing, These

were quickly cleared up by filling in the lines that had been omitted,

retyping some frames that were too pale, double spacing some frames

that appeared to be too cluttered and crowded in their single-spaced

form, and making corrections of numbers on several of the answers,

The writer does not feel that there is any need to elaborate on these

minor corrections,

Very early in the testing, the writer had to decide upon some

system for numbering frames so that new ones could be added without

destroying the original numbering, The system that was devised is not

foolproof, but it did allow for the retention of original frame num-

bers and provided a special numbering for revised or inserted frames,

There is one exception to this: Original frames 98 and 99 were ex-

changed and their numbers were also exchanged,

The illustration on the following page shows the symbole used

and an explanation of the symbols,

The First Round of Testing

The first two students tested present a somewhat conflicting

picture, Joe, who had a high score on the Hundred-Problem Arithmetic

test and rsnked in the 97th percentile, made hs errors on the frames;

while John with an Arithmetic test score of 76 and percentile ranking
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ILLUSTRATIOH 2

Symbols Used on Revised Frames

Symbols Meaning of Symbols

* One asterisk following the number signifies that the
change on the card was made in the first revision.
By itself, it indicates that a minor prompt was
8ddBd•

** Two asterisks following the number denote the second
revision. They also denote a simple prompt added.

*" Three asterisks following the nuber denote the third
revision or a minor prompt added.

R A capital R appearing to the left of the number means
that a revision was made of the original frame either
on the original card or by removing the original card
and retyping the frame.

P A capital P preceding the number indicates the inser-
-1 tion of a new frame. If more than one frame was
-2 inaerted, a hyphen and number follow the original

frame number, thus: P Sh-1 ** and P 5h·2 ** show that
two frames were inserted before the original frame on
the second revision.

a If one frame was revised by breaking it into smaller
b parts and putting the information on several frames,

it is marked thus: R 95 ***, R 95a ***, R 95b ***
etc.
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of 61 had only lb errors. The most logical answer for this disparity

seems to be that John prompted himself quite liberally when the teacher

was not beside him. The writer had not planned to revise the frames

at this point because the test scores of only two students were hardly

sufficient to indicate week spots, but the large number of errors

that Joe made suggested that some changes were necessary before any

more students went through the program.

The First Revision

Building Speed and Accuraey in Addition

Frame bj-—Angular Addition to Imnrove Accuracy.--This frame

produced some interesting guesses. Joe said he didn't read care-

fully, and he put ”singular" for the first blank and left the last

blank empty. John left the first blank empty and wrote "angle” in

the last blank. Since the word "angular" had not been used before,

it seemed that a prompt should be added. For this reason, the word

"angle" was underscored in the second sentence of the frame.

Illustration 3 shows Frame b5* as it appeared after the prompt was

added.

Building Spged and Accuracy in Multiplication

Frames 28 and 22-—Computing Extensions on Invoices.--Joe was

completely confused by Frame 98, not knowing what the term "extension"

meant. Also, he thought that the last part of the frame was hard to

understand. The last part calls for the product of 5 and $b62 to be
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ILLUSTRATION 3

Angular Addition Prompt Added

REVISED FRAME h$*

98,765 Each column of the addition problem at the left
96,865 is added separately. The sums for each column
76,85h are set down in an anale fashion, which leads to
99,876 the designation of ular addition. The amount
86,97h of "carrying” in this type of &dditiOH is
97,77h (increased·reduced). This
67,989 method of addition is known as
81,g87 addition.

51+
65

56713,0

angular reduced angular
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extended to right or left, and Joe said "left" because he thought

that when you multiply you set down the numbers in the answer from

right to left. Since the term "extension" had not been used

previously, Frames 98 and 99 were exchanged, and the words "extend—

ing" and "extension" were cued by underscoring them on Frame 98*.

Frame 98* now showed a completed extension. It seemed more logical

to show an invoice with the extension already worked out and then to

ask the student to compute an extension on the next frame. Illustra~

tion M shows the frames in their original order and then reversed

and cued.

Frame 1ll——Rounding Down Both Factors.—·John apparently made

an error in multiplicatin because his answer of $3,700 could not be

the product of two whole-number factors. This frame had also been

missed by 7 out of ll college boys working on the frames at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute. Five of the seven boys rounded $93.78 down to

90.00 but did not round down M2 weeks to MO. To prevent a similar

thing from happening for the high school students, the frame was

revised.

The necessary steps that needed to be added to this procedure

were to have the student round down both the factors before estimating

the take—h0me pay. In the revision, the student had to respond by

writing down his lower estimate of the weekly pay ggg the time, before

computing the final answer.

Illustration 5 shows the original Frame lll and Frame R 111*.

This change seemed to remove the difficulty, because no one else
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ILLUSTRATION M

Computing Extensions on Invoices

ORIGINAL FRAME 98

Cogputetion on an invoice.

6 Aamng machines 1+62,00

Put in extension here,___„.ÄT

The product ot S and $h62 in extended to the (right/left).

I•!II•I·l·l·II·II·I··I§!·l§·I•§I·I··Illllhiällllll

2,310 right

ORIGINAL FRAME 99
The process of calculating the amount of each item on an invoice
is kncwn as extending the invoice. Underscore the extension below.

Invoice

25 boxes Letterheeds 5.10 l2?•S0

127.QO
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ILLUSTRATION M (Continued)

ORDER OF FRAMES EXCHANGED 98*

The process of calculating the amount of each item on an invoice
is known as extezding the invoice. Underscore the extension below.

Invoice25
· boxes Letterheeds 5.10 127.50

IIII·IlI·II·I·I·I·l§<II·!!I·§·I·I§·!·I··|•§!I·II~I·I·!!

12].5099*

Computation on an invoice.

5 Adding machines _ h62.00

Put in extension here

The product of 5 and $h62 is extended to the (right/left).

2,310 right
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ILLUSTRATION 5

Rounding Down Both Factors

ORIGINAL FRAM ' lll

Obenchain has weekly take—home pay of $93.78. What would be

the lower estimate of his total take-hoe pay for M2 weeks?

§§·II··II·IIlillllllüIl·IlI·I··I·I·II·I§·I·III·lI·

$3,600

REVISED FRAME R 111*

Obenchaiu has weekly take-home pay of $93.78 for M2 weeks.

Round down both factors: Weekly pay
7 Time

What would be the lower estimate of his total take-home pay?

$90 $h0 $3,600
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missed the questions.

Frame 126-Obtaining Upper and Lower Estimates.-On this frae

the question called for the complete thought process for obtaining the

uppgr and lower estimates, but in the answer the numbers were listed

in reverse order-fro lower to upper. This is rather minor, but the

wording was misleading to Joe, so on the answer on the back of the

card, two possibilities were shown: upper to lower estimates and then

lower to upper estimates in case anyone had answered it that way.

Illustration 6 shows Frame 126 with its original answer and the

revised answer. There was no further trouble or confusion with this

frame.

Frame 122-Determining whether an Extension is Reasonable

or Unreasonable.--This question is too relative. How much is reason-

able or unreasonable? If both factors are rounded "up,” the answer

would be 15,000.00. Depending upon his understanding of the words,

the student might answer either way and still be right in his own

thinking. Joe said the answer was reasonable, and he was surprised

when he found out he was wrong.

If the answer is to be obviously incorrect, it should be a

thousand or two more. To make the answer really "unreasonable," it

was revised upward two thousand dollars. Illustration 7 shows the

original and revised Frames 129 and R 129*. Only one more student-

editor missed this frame after the revision.
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ILLUSTRATION 6

Obtaining Upper and Lower Estimates:
A Correctad Answer

ORIGINAL FRAME 126

Show the complete thought process for obtaining the upper and lower
estimates for this problem:

3hl is between and
X 29 is between and

The product is between and

ORIGINAL WORDING OF ANSWER REVISED WORDING OF ANSWER

300 M00 h00 300
20 30 30 20

12,000 6,000
6,000 12,000

or

300 M00
20 30

6,000 12,000
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ILLUSTRATION 7

Determining whether an Extension
is Reasonable or Unressonable

ORIGINAL FRAME 129

Coggutation on an invoicez

2,669 A-1516 tubes h.86 l5,9h3•3h

By estimation, determine whether the extension is (reesonab1e/
unreasonable) .

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 • 6 6 6 6 6 u 6 6 6 u 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

unreasonable

REVISED FRAM R 129*

Comgutation on an invoice:

2,869 A•l5l6 tubes M.86 17,9h3.3h

By estimation, determine whether the extension is
(reasonable

/unreasonable•unreasonable
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Frame 133--Correcting a Frame on Estimation of Products—•

Again, a minor technicality was confusing to Joe. The frame asked

which area in a series of four was incorrect. Two answers appeared

on the back of the frame-—the incorrect area and also the corrected

number of square feet. Joe had picked out the area which was

obviously incorrect, but he had not supplied the corrected nuber of

square feet. This was easily remedied by adding another question to

the frame. Illustration 8 shows the revined fern of Frgme R 133*,

Building Speed and Accuracy in Division

Frame 1Q6—-Introducing the Concept of Trial Divisor.—-Both

Joe and John filled in the word "estimation" instead of "trial

divisor." The words "trial divisor" were cued by underscoring to

help elicit the correct response. Illustration 9 shows Frame 196*

as it appeared after the prompt was added. No one else missed this

frame.

The Second Round of Testing

Following the first revision three students, Kathy, Mary

Ethyl and Judy, worked through the frames. Their I. Q.'s were 85,

106, and 112 respectively. On the Hundred-Problem Arithmetic test

were the lowest of any students in the experiment with the exception

of one. Kathy had a raw score of 82 and ranked in the Thth percentile,

Mary Ethyl's raw score was T2 and she ranked in the Shth percentile,

and Judy had a raw score of 66 which places her in the hßth percentile.
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ILLUSTRATIOH B

Correcting a Frame on Estimation of Products

REVISED FRAME R 133*

Length Width Area S . ft.
(a) 97 X62*(b)

282* X lh6' u1,172
(ez) 329* X 189* 82,181
(a) 868* X 719* 62*+,092

Which of these areas is obviously incorrect?

*What is the correct answer?

(c) should be 62,181

* An asterisk within the body of the frame indicates the prompt
that was added. The internal asterisks did not appear on the
frame cards.

ILLUSTRATION 9

Introducing the Concept of Trial Divisor

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME 196*

In the problem 2,592 - 81, the divisor is . Because
numbers composed of two or more digits are difficult to use as a
diviscr, it is cnstomary tc use a trial d1v1sor* of one digit. When
B divlHOr 18 composed of two or NOTE digilbs, 8.;BI!•••••••••••••••••••

is used to obtain the answer.

••••••e•••••eaaeeuuaeeaannuunneeannuu

81 trial divisor
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On the program, Kathy had 51 errors, 11.23 per cent; Mary Ethyl with

66 errors which amounted to lM.6O per cent of errors, and Judy missed

Mo which was 8.85 per cent of errors. None of the three students

came close to being within the five per cent limit. The abundance

of errors made by these students called for more thorough study and

revision than was done following the first testing.

The Second Revision

Building Spged and Accuracy in Addition

Frame 5--Estimating the Approximate Sum.·-Judy had an error

in estimation on this frame; the writer felt that it may have been due

to her taking too seriously the direction which specified that the

estimation was to be done without adding. Obviously, there must be

some mental process of adding going on, so the wording was changed to

read "By adding mentally, estimate . .
.”

The original and revised

frames are shown in Illustration 10.

Frame 22-—Bstimating a Sum in Tens.—-Part of this frame was

confusing to the student—editors because they had not had previous

practice in rounding numbers to tens. In Frame 28, the rounding

was done for them, but in Frame 29, the students were to supply the

rounded figures. John and Mary Ethyl rounded 15.83 to 16.00 and

2.M3 to 2.00. This gave them a total of $78. The place they needed

help was in rounding numbers of less than twenty to the nearest tens.

A new frame was added just preceding Frame 29. Both of these are

shewn in Illustration ll. On this frame, the students were asked to
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ILLUSTRATION 10

Estimating the Approximate Sum

ORIGINAL FRAME 5

Without adding, estimate the approximate sum of these numbers:
$375•h9, $816.16, $l,276•h3. Est1maze¤ sum 1s: $
•e,•4•¤¤4•«»«•»•••¤«»••u••««•••••¤•e••«•

Any answer between 2,300 and 2,500 is acceptable

REVISED FRAME R 5**

By adding mentally, estimate the approximate sum of these numbers:

$316.1+9, $815,15, :*,;1,216.b3. Es~:1¤eme~a mm 18: $ .

Any answer between 2,300 and 2,500 is acceptable
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ILLUSTRATION 11

Estimating a Sum in Tens

ADDED FRAME P 29**

Round these figures to the nearest tens:

$50.00

15.83

2.h3

9.85

50 20 O 10

ORIGINAL FRAME 29

The estimated sum in tens of $>u.0o + $15.83 + $2.N3 + $9.85
is .

l·eI·§«I·§§·I«II·•I··II§I·I··I·I·I·I·«l§I·§!I·I··Il·¥ll·I§·I&

$80 ‘
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round each figure to the nearest tens as an intermediate step before

going on to the original frame where they were to write the sum.

Even this was not sufficient help in explaining the principle of

rounding numbers of less than ten to the nearest tens, so there was

a further revision which is shown later.

Frame 31-—Rounding Numbers to the Nearest Thousands.-—In spite

of the buildup on rounding to thousands on previous frames, this frame

was confusing to the student-editors. Joe and Kathy rounded

incorrectly and Judy said that she did not understand the frame.

The part that was not clear for the students was deciding how to round

125,000 to thousands. Actually, it does not need to be rounded, but

the student-editors were not sure about it. The writer felt that this

frame should be revised by requiring the student-editors to write

down the rounded numbers before estimating the answer and by under-

scoring the word "thousands" as s prompt. The original end the

revision of Frame 31 are shown in Illustration 12. This revision was

not sufficient, and further addition is shown in the next section of

this chapter.

Frame 3h--Verification by Reverse Addition.--Although no one

had missed Frames 3h or 35, an extra frame was inserted here for

review or reinforcement purposes to strengthen the sequence. Frames

3h, P 35**, and 35 are shown in Illustratio 13.

Frame 32-·Adding by Combinations of Ten to Build Speed.--Two

persons missed this frame. Joe had the right idea, but did not

express it accurately and Kathy had overlooked the last question on

the frame. To pinpoint attention on the words "combinations of 10,"
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ILLUSTRATION 12

Rounding Numbers to the Nearest Thousands

ORIGINAL FRAME 31

Shriver Road Construction Company has these debts• Estimate the
total in thousands:

Building $125,000
Land 17,500
Machinery 1,200
Trucks 8,200

Estimated sum

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$153,000

REVISED FRAME R 31**

Shriver Road Construction Company has these debts• Round the
numbers to the nearest thousands and estimate the total in thousands•

Building $125,000

Land 17,500

Machinery 1,200

Trucks 8,g00

Estimated sum

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

125,000 18,000 1,000 9,000 153,000
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ILLUSTRATION 13

Verification by Reverse Addition

ORIGINAL FRANK! 3k

The comparison of the sums by adding both from left to right and

from right to left when adding a row of numbers is a way of

Verification known as reverse addition. Verify the sum below by

reverse addition.

-·-=’(+!•+3+5+6+8+7+9+6+8=

<lII§*$*II··I·I•IIII‘II·l·I•·III·II·I·I*<I··Il»<II·III<II·

63 63

muss FRAME P 35**

The purpose of reverse addition is to verify the sum, or we could

say that the process of Verification is done by r

8.
•

·II§·I·I•II·I·!III§I‘·I*ÜH·lü¥<I·I·Ü·I§·I§·!Iälil

reverse addition

ORIGINAL FRAME 35
The process of adding both from left to right and from right to

left to verify the sum is known es addition.

I°GV€I‘S€
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they were cued by underlining. The same kind of cue was added to

Frame ÄO. (Illustration 1h)

Frame kl-—Verification by Reverse Addition.·•No one had missed _

this frame, but it seemed to the writer that the process of reverse

addition could be explained more clearly by having equals signs at

the beginning as well as at the end of the rows of numbers to help get

across the idea of veriryiug by adding in both directions.

Illustration 15 shows how this was done.

Frame üä—-Angglar Addition to Igprove Accuracy.—-This frame

had been revised once, but the first person tested after the revision

found it just as confusing as ever. This was Kathy who filled in the

first and last blanks with the word "regular" even though the word

I "angle" had been underlined as a cue on the first revision. The

writer felt that the word, "angu1ar," should be used at least once

before it could be elicited as a response. The original Frame M5 was

removed and a revised writing substituted. The revision of Frame hs

is shown in Illustration 16. There were no further misses on this

frame.

Frame M8--Estimating the Sum by Rounding to Ten Thousands.-

Kathy, Mary Ethyl, and Judy missed this frame because of errors they

made in rounding to ten thousands and errors in addition. In

checking over the frames, the writer found that there had been no

previous rounding to ten thousands, so the frame was revised by

showing specifically how to round to ten thousands. The problem on

the frame was not changed, however. The revised frame is shown in
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ILLUSTRATION lb

Adding by Combinations of Ten to Build Speed

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME 39**

Add by combination of 10.**

2 5 2 7 26 51
ss ss sM 29
55 87 15 78
5 5 2 3 95 32
55 78 22 M7
92 32 gg _M_;_

These problems are easy to add because there are many pairs of

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Combinations of 10

PROMET ADDED TO FRAME
Mo••

Observing pairs of numbers that form 10's increases accuracy in
adding. Add these by watching for combinations of 10.**

85 S6 57 59 83
53 85 56 58 19
55 sM SM BJ. 67
.....97 ,.27 2}. 9.2. Bi

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

290 270 230 280 210
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ILLUSTRATION 15

Verification by Reverse Addition

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME h1**

Add these rows of numbers by watching for combinations of 10.
Verify by reverse addition.

=7+3+6+5+M+1+8+7+2+3=

=6+5+5+9+6+1+M+'(+6+3=

=9+9+1+8+2+6+5+l•+5+9=

••••auasen•e••¤•••e•¤••¤•••¤•a¤•••¤•

M6 M6 52 S2 58 58
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ILLUSTRATION 16

Angular Addition to Improve Accuracy

REVISEDFRAMIS Rh5**

98,765 Each column of the addition problem at the left is added

96,865 separately. The sums for each column are set down in an

76,85h anale fashion, which leads to the designation of angglar
99,876 addition.
86,971+
97,77h The amount of "carrying" in this type of addition is

67,989 (increased/reduced). .

81,287
This method of addition is known as addition.

51+
65

56
66

713,08K
••••«•nnenunna••«¤•••¤••••••••u¤•¤su•

reduced angular
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Illustration 17. Following this revision, there were two students

who had addition errors on the frame, but no more errors of

rounding to ten thousands.

Frame MQ-Introducing the Concept of Sub-Total Addition.--

Joe said he was confused by this question, and Kathy seemed to be

also, because she said "sub—addition" instead of "sub-total." This

called for some revision to provide for more buildup of the term

"sub-total addition," to prevent further errors. A very simple

cue was added as seen in Illustration 18. There were no more

errors made on this frame.

Frame jh-Clarigying the Concept of Horizontal Addition.--

Joe, John, and Judy had errors in addition on this frame which

would not necessarily call for revision, but the frame seemed to

lack a step; namely, telling how to carry out the horizontal

addition. The writer thought that the sequence would be strengthened

by the insertion of a very easy example of horizontal addition

presented in step fashion before the longer problem was introduced.

The three steps are: (1) Add mentally, (2) Write sums in angular

fashion, (3) Find total. These explanatory steps are on Frame

P 5h*'. On Frame Sh, the words "without recopying," were under-

scored to remind the students that Step l is to be a mental process.

Illustration 19 shows both of these frames.
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ILLUSTRATION 17

Estimating the Sum by Rounding to Ten Thousands

REVISED FRAME R h8**

(a) Estimate the sum in ten thousands. $62,h32.63
(b) Obtain exact answer by the 2h,37l.97

angular method. 15,600.8h
594128.85

*'(Hint: when rounding to ten thousands, 75,576.h862,h32.63 becomes 60,000.00; 6h,383.66
2k,371.97 becomes 20,000.00; 52,9h8.90
15,600.8h becomes 20,000.00; 79,002.01
59,l2Ä.85 becomes 60,000.00 and so on.) 18,232.11

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

$us0,000 $hs1,681.0s

ILLUSTRATION 18

Introducing the Concept of Sub-Total Addition

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME ü9**

When preparing a temporary financial report, an accountant
frequently obtains sub—tota1s. Therefore the nam applied
to this process would be s**

—t*‘
addition.

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

sub-total
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ILLUSTRATION 19

Clarifying the Concept of Horizontal Addition

ADDED FRAME P 5b**

Amounts are sometimes arranged in horizontal fashion for addition.
This kind of addition is horizontal addition.

Follow these steps in horizontal addition:

Step l: Add mentallz, (beginning with the unit's, then ten's,
then hundred's places.)

23 + T7 + S6 + 3h =

Step 2: Write totale in angle fashion. 20

ll.
Step 3: Find the total: 190

Addition of horizontal rows of numbers is called addition.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

horizontal

CUE ADDED TO FRAME 5h**

Amounts horizontally arranged require skill in horizontal
addition. Without recopxing add the ten amounts below:

11

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

CMT O23 C50 C65 OTS O96
•!I’7

|%Thismethod of addition is known as addition.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5.96 horizontal
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Building Speed and Accuracy in Subtraction

Frame 6l-Approximating Answers in Subtraction by Rounding

Numbers.-—No one misaed Frame 6l, but Mary Ethyl and Judy missed Frame

62 which follows, because they said they didn't understand what was

being called for. The writer felt that the teaching value of Frame

6l could be reinforced by having the student write out the numbers he

rounded and this in turn would make clear what responses are expected

on Frame 62. There were no more errors made on this Frame. Both

frames appear in Illustration 20.

Frame 68--Estimating the Difference by Rounding.-—The original

frame was not very clear in specifying how many responses were

expected. Kathy and Mary Ethyl missed the import of the frame, so

the writer removed this frame and substituted a new one with blanks

for responses clearly indicated in the order in which they should be

given. Thus, the first blank is asking for the rouded amaller

number; the second blank, for the rounded larger number; and the

last blank calls for the estimated answer. Illustration 21 shows the

original and revised copies of Frame 68.

Frame I6-—Verification of Subtraction.-Mary Ethyl missed

this because she said she didn't read it carefully and she thought it

was calling for a different answer. She had Sl for the difference

which is correct, but had the word "subtrahend" instead of "larger

number." She was really making the problem more difficult by trying

to supply a more difficult term (and choosing the wrong term-·subtra-

hend instead of minuend), and she did not understand that she was to
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ILLUSTRATION 20

Approximating Answers in Subtraction
by Rounding

REVISED FRAME R 61**

Burman had $5,2ü5•67 in his checking account. After writing a check
for $1,995.39, he had approximately:

fa) $2,000
(b) $3,000
(c) $h,0o0

Answer —-—-€>
**This answer is found by roending

$5,2h5,67 to $ aaa
$1,995.39 to $ . '

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

b $$,000 $2,000

ORIGINAL FRAME 62

Estimates of differences in subtraction are made by
numbers as you did in addition. Since only two numbers are involved,
care must be taken in choosing how to round the numbers.

[No.,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

rounding two
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ILLUSTRATION 21

Estimating the Difference by Eounding

ORIGINAL mmm 68

Complete the estimate of the difference Problem Rounded
for the problem at the right. The number 3,26E.Ü5
first rounded is the .................... - 576.38

Estimated ___,,_,,,j7“
answer• u • • a e • • • u u • u a • e • «

• s n e u a a • a u • u s • «
• n

smaller number 600 3,300 2,700

msvxszn R
68*•

Complete the estimate of the difference Problem Rounded
for the problem at the right. The
lÜ.Äihb¢Ä‘ .FiI°3-E I’OI1!lÖ€CÄ is • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

576.38

Rounded smaller number is

Huunded larger number is

Estimated answer is

u a n a a e u u a n u e • • • u • • • • e u u n a u s s s a « a a s •

smaller number 600 3,300 2,700

A
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to use the term "larger number." Illustration 22 shows the original

frame and the writer's attempt to clarify the frame by adding guide

words.

Building Speed and Accuragy in Multiplication

Frame 85--Introducing Multiplication Concepts.-—Mary Ethyl

didn't understand what was meant by 10 89's and Judy read the frame

number, 85, into the problem which understandably was confusing to

her. The original frame was removed, and on the revision the frame

number was moved to a position where it would not be "read into" the

problem. To clarify the concept of finding 10 89's, another example

was added preceding it: ten Ä9's is h90. Frame 85 and its revision

appear on Illustration 23. No one else had trouble understanding

this concept.

Frame 90--Clarigying the Wording on a Frame.--On this frame

the factors, partial products, and product are shown and labeled.

The question on the frame was worded like this: 3,h32, 2,lh5, end

2,5Th are ..................... The term which should be elicited is

"partial products." Mary Ethyl misunderstood the point of the

question and supplied the number of the product, so the writer added

one word to the stateent: "3,h32, 2,1N5, and 2,5Th are called .....

.............."; and there were no further misses on this frame. The

entire frame is not illustrated.

Frame lü6——Cueing a Multiplication Shortcut Rule.--This frame

partially states the rule for a shortcut to multiplying by 25. How-

ever, unless a student is very alert, he may not get the idea of
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ILLUSTRATIOR 22

Verification of Subtraction

ORIGINAL FRAM 76

Complete this subtractionz 215

Difference
If you add the difference and the smaller number you should obtain
215. VMCÜ il the •ee••••e••••e••••••e•••••••••••

51 larger number

CLARIFIED FRAME
76**

Complete this subtraetionz Larger number 215
Smaller number ·l6h
Difference

If you add the difference and the smaller number you should obtain
215, which il the ••••••••e••••••••••••••••e•

eeeeeeeeeeeeeueeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

51 larger number
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ILLUSTRATION 23

Introducing ·Multip1ication Concepts

ORIGINAL FRAME The number ot the treue ven here:
If ten 1's is 10 end ten 2's is 20, then ten 89's ¤ 85end ten 137's ¤ .

II§lI|III·ll·II·!ll·!I·III·lI·I·I·III·IIIIlI

890 1,370

REVISED FRAME
R 85**

If ten 1's is 10 end ten 2's is 20, then ten N9's is N90

und ten 89'¤ is und ten 13T's is .

890 1,370
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dividing by M because 25 is one fourth of 100. Therefore, the words

"one fourth" were cued by underlining them to make more clear the

principle of the shortcut: "Because 25 is one fourth of 100, a

shcrtcut to multiplying by 25 is to anne: zeros and divide

by ." (Answers: two M)

Frame 1h2•-Moving Decimals when Annexing Zeros.··Joe and

John both had trouble with decimal placement in this problem. Mary

had a division error. To forestall further errors of decimal place-

nent, it seemed advisable to add an explanatory sentence to Frame 1ä9

reminding the ~student-editors to ove their deeimals one place to the

right for each zero annexed. Refer to Illustration 2k revised form

of Frame 1h9. There were no further errors involving decimals on

this frame.

Frame 150·•Sgortcut Rules for Multiplying by 25 and 250.-

No one missed the idea of this frame, but in stating the rule Kathy

and Judy used the word "add" instead of "annex.” To help fix the

correct terminology firmly in mind, the frame was revised so that

the rules were partially stated and the student-editors had to fill

in the strategic words. Illustration 25 shows Frame 150 and the

frame which replaced it.
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1LLUs·1·RA·r10u 2h

Moving Decimals when Annexing Zeros

REVISED FRAME
R 1*+9**

Cost Sgeet for Printing Shop

Hours Cost of machine er hour Total
“(Be

sure to more your

25 X § 62. decimal one place

25 X 87. to the right for

250 X 39. each zero you anne:.)

250 x 13h.5o

Complete calculationz
-——-———j‘

1,550 2,175 9,750 33,625
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AILLUSTRATION 25

Shortcut Rules for Multiplying by 25 and 250

ORIGINAL FRAME 150

What are the ehortcut rules for multiplying by 25 and 250?•.••.•••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IIIIIII!IGÖIIilllllilllliilillilllß

For 25 anne: two zeros to other factor and divide by M
For 250 annex three zeros to other factor and divide by M

REVISED FRAME R 150**

The shortcut rule for multiplyiug by 25 is to an¤ex..••.••..••„•••••
to the other factor and divide by „

The ahortcut rule for multiplyiug by 250 is to annex.•••.••.•••„••••
totheother f8CtO1°IDd ••••••••••••••••••••••••e••• e

two zero: M three zeros divide by M
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Frame 156-Providing More Guidance for Stating the Shortcut

for Mltiplying by Q2.-The frame here said simply, "Describe an easy

way to multiply by 99." Here again the student-editors probably knew

what they meant when they stated the rule for multiplying by 99; but

their stateents, though correct, were somewhat ambiguous. For ex-

ample, Joe said, "Multiply other factor by 100 and subtract the factor

from the product of 100 x the factor." The writer restated the frame

to read: "The rule for an easy way to multiply by 99 is to

the other from times itself." (Answers:

subtract, factor, 100) No one missed the frame before it was revised

or afterward.

Frames 151 and ljg-Adding Egplanations to Fraes.·—Both

Frames 157 and 159 contained multiplicatlon problems, but no word

of explanation of any kind. The implication was that the shortcut

method for multiplying by 99 was to be used on Frame 157 and the

shortcut rule for mnltiplying by 98 on Frame 159. In order to re-

mind the students to use the shortcut methods for multiplying by

99 and 98 respectively, a statement to that effect was added to each

frame.

Frame l6l——Adding a Frame to Review and Strengthen the

Seguenee of Shortcut Multiglication of 2, 22, and Q2Q.——Preceding

Frame 161, there is a series of frames applying the concept of using

a shortcut for mltiplying by 9 and 99. Frame 161 introduces the

next logical step, which is the rule for multiplying by 999.-·The

rule is partially stated, and «there is one blank to fill.
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The writer felt that just before the student has to respond

to ". . . subtrect the other factor from times itse1f,” a

review frame would be in order to reinforce the «rulea for shortcut

mltiplying by 9 and 99 and then lead on in logical progressicn to

the similar rule for multiplying by 999. Frame Pl6l** was added for

this purpose, and this is shown in Illustration 26.

Frames 165, 166-Verification of Multiplgcation Problems.-

Joe, Kathy, Mary Ethyl, and Judy missed Frame 166 on which they were

to supply the term "verificetion" in this aentence:
”• • . another

technique for increasing accuracy in multiplication is that of

." The word ia used on Frame 165, but previous to that

there had been no mention of ”verification" since Frame 80.

The writer decided to back up and cue the word "verification"

by underscoring. The words "man individual" were cued the same

way. Free 166 is exactly the same as it was except for one letter

of the word,
"v”

for verification, being placed et the beginning of

the blank. This seemed to clear the difficulty because no one else

miesed either frame after the prompte were added. Illustration 27

shows ume 166 ma 166 with prompte aaeea.

Frame l]2::Estimating the Difference in Ten Thousands.-This

frame contains a review subtraction problem in which the student-

editors are to estimate the difference in ten thousands and choose

one of three answers. John, Kathy, Mary Ethyl, and Judy all rounded

their numbers to thousands and chose the wrong answer. A prompt was
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ILLUSTRATION 26

Adding a Frame to Review amd Strengtheu
the Sequeuce of Shortcut Multiplication

of 9, 99, and 999

ADDED FRAM P 161**

The shortcut for multiplying by 9 is to the other
factor from times itself,

The lh0!'t¢\1t for is t° OIOIO••••|•••|•••••••|•••I•

The is to ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• u • a e s • • • e e • e • n s n e • a a e • • • • • • • e •.e • s

subtract 10

subtract the other factor from 100 times itself

subtract the other factor from 1000 times itself

ORIGINAL FRAME 161

The shortcut for multiplyiug of 999, similar to those for 9 and 99,
is to subtract the other factor from times itself,

No,
• e • u e • e e e e e e e e a • e • s a a e • e • • e e • e e • e a

1,000
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ILLUSTRATIOH 27

Verification of Multiplicatiou
Concept Prompted

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAM (Three words underscored) 165**

As you vill remember, Egg individual steps are involved in most
mltiplication pr¤bTem¤„ $0, yen will expect the vergfieation
p1°0¤Od\I1'Q IIIO to hlva •••••••••••••••••••••••• ßtßpse
• 1 e e 4 u 1

•
e •

1
• • e •

e •
4

~
Q Q e e e Q 1 4 • • • • • e e

many individual

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME
166**

We have previously studied estimation of the product in mnltiplica-
tion.« As in addition and subtraetion, another technique for
incrcasing accuracy in mnltiplication is that of v •
•

e e n 4 n u a e 1 1 a 4 4 1 e 1 n e u 1 n a z 4 a u e • •
e a u 4

verification
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added to this frame by underscoring the word, ten, in the sentence:

"Estimate the difference in ggg thousands." No other student-editors

encountered any trouble with this frame.

Building Sgeed and Accuracx in Division

Frame 202--Rounding Divisor and Dividend for Estimation of

Answers in Division.--The student-editors encountered some difficulty

in rounding off their numbers correctly and obtaining the answers

mentally when they had to have ggg digits in the answer. An example

of this is Kathy's response on Frame 212. Here the problem reads:

"l,67ü + Tl = 23 and remainder hl. What is the estimated answer?

" Kathy said the answer is 20.

Therefore, in order to help the students round numbers and

estimate answers more accurately, the writer added cues to Frame 209

by underlining important key words: "round divisor to ggg digit"

and "round dividend to ggg digits (or less) followed by O's" to try

to clear the difficulty. The complete frame is shown in Illustration

28. However, this change was not sufficient, and a further revision

was made following the next round of testing. This is reported in

the next section of this chapter.

Frame 226--Determining a Balance bx Estimation.-—Joe, Kathy,

Mary Ethyl, and Judy had trouble with this frame. In the first place,

they did not take into account that some of the items are withdrawals;

and secondly there was nothing to indicate whether they were to round

to hundreds or to tens in determining the estimated balance of the

account, so they were not sure how to round the numbers.
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ILLUSTRATION 28

Rounding Divisor and Dividend tor Estimstion
of Answers in Division

PROMPTS ADDED TO FRAME (Two words underscored) 209**

The steps for estimating answers in division are:

(1) round divisor to _gn_e_ digit followed by O':

(2*) round dividend to _t_wg_ digit: (or less) tollowed by O':

(3) obtain answer mentally

Problem Rounded Form

321/6::2gg , /""°"""

Estimate answer! /

.7

sesssnsssnsaasssussnsusuususanne:

300/U•-FJÜÜ Answer: 2,10¢ or 2,132
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The writer tried to remedy these two specific point; by

adding two explanatory sentences above the problem on the frame

reminding them that a minus sign means a withdrawal and that they

need to round to hundreds. (See Illustration 29) This was

sufficient to help all the following student•editors, except Carol,

to answer correctly.

Frame 221••Rounding the Divisor and Div1dend.·•On this frame

there is another division problem. The students needed to remember

to round the dividend to two digits plus seros and the divisor to

one digit plus zero, so a statement in parentheses was added to the

frame: "(Round the diviaor to one digit, the dividend to two digits)."

Illustration 30 shows the coplete fram.

The Third Round of Testing

After the second revision, four student-editors worked

through the program. The I. Q.'s of these four students were very

c1oee—•ranging from 113 to 121. Their raw scores in the Hundred—

Problem Arithmetic Test ranged from 8h to 93. One member working

with this second revision had a total of only 3 errors on the entire

set of frames which was the lowest of anyone. The highest number of

errors was 38 for Carol. The per cent of errors fell between .63%

for David to 8.07% for Carol. The average percentage of errors of

these four students is 3.13%. Although this group as a whole came

well within the five per cent error limit goal, the writer felt that

there were still soe weak spots in the program which needed further

clarification.
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ILLUSTRATION 29

Determining a Balance by Estimation

PROMPT ADDED TO FRAME 226**

**The items with a minus sign are withdrawala.
**Round tc hundreds.

$l25„h2 + $300.00 +
T9•6O + 50.00 +

l00•0O - l00•0O —

Determiue the estimated balance of this account. $

Calculate the exactbalance.Shoo

$355•02

ILLUSTRATION 30

Rounding the Divisor and Dividend

PROMT ADDED TO FRAME 227**

The eatimated answer tor 63/3717 is an the actual

answer is „

**(Rou¤d the divisor to one digit, the äividend to two digit:)

60 Of 61 59
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The Third Revision

The specific areas which continued to cause trouble were:

rounding numbers of five or less to the nearest tens, rounding five-

place numbers to thousands, and rounding six-place nubers to ten

thousands. All these are in the Addition section of the program. In

the Multiplication section, the weakest spot for the student-editors

was the part of the program where the concept of annexing zeros and

dividing by Ä as a shortcut for multiplying by 25 or 250 was intro-

duced. The third troublesome area was in the Division section where

the students had to round dividends and divisors and estimate the

answers.

The third revision, although not as extensive as the second,

was aimed particularly at these three trouble spots. Several other

minor changes were made at other places.

Building Spged and Accuracy in Addition

Frans 22-Rounding Numbers of Less than Twenty to Tens.-Even

though Frame P 29** had been added requiring that figures be rounded

to the nearest tens as a buildup to Frame 29 which called for the

estimated sum of the rounded figures, Carol and Phyllis made the same

error that had been made previously; namely, they rounded 15.83 to

16,00 and 2.Ä3 to 2.00. So a new frame was inserted before P 29**.

Illustration 31 shows the new frame. Of the two students who worked

throgh the final revision, one of them got the idea and had the four

figures rounded to tens correctly on P 29**, but the other student-
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editor rounded 15.83 to 16.00. She did round 2.h2 to 0, however, so

that point got across. The writer would add another line to this

freue if another revision were to be made: "l7.28 rounds to 20.00,”

in an effort to help the students to know how to round numbers between

15 end 19 to the nearest tens.

Frame Q1-Rounding Numbers to Thousands.-A total of five

student-editors had had trouble with this frame. Lois, for example,

rounded 125,000 to 100,000. With so much funny thinking still in

evidence, the writer decided to add four frames preceding Frame

R 31**. These frames were designed to provide thorough practice in

rounding to thousands. Illustration 32 shows this series of for

frames and R 31**.- This took care of the problem which had come up

so often in Frame 31. Both sucoeeding student-editors rounded the

numbers correctly on Frame R 31**.

Building Seeed and Acourac; in getiglication

Freee 25-Building Accureez bz Auditing Preduets.•-In evalu-

ating the results of testing following the second revision, the writer

Jotted down an observation to the effect that Frame 95 would be im-

proved by omitting abot half of the problems, because it is so long

that etudents can easily become bored hy repetition of multiplication

probles. Therefore, it might be better to make several frames out

of this one if more practice is desired. Carol objected to marking

the whole frame wrong in her answer tablet when she had made only one

error in one of the probleme.
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ILLUSTRATION 31

Rounding Numbers of Less then Twenty to Tens

ADDED FRAM P 29-1***
When rounding s number to the nearest _t_g_n__s_,

$!•3.7S rounds to $*60.00

8.50 round: to 10.00

3.98 rounds to 0.00

6.20 round: to

snesasssssesssnneessenseseeeeseans

$10

ADDED FRAME (Second Revision) P 29**
Round-these figure: to the nearest tens:

$50.00

15.83

2.h3

9.85

50 20 0 10
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ILLUSTRATION 31 (Continued),

ORIGINAL FRAME 29

The estimated sum in tens ot $50.00 + $15.63 + $2,h3 + $9,85
is •

e e n • • e e a s s « • • « • n • • • e • n • e • • n e • • ¤ • • •

$80

ILLUSTRATION 32

Ronding Numbers to Thousands

ADDED FRAME P 31-1***

To round e number to the nearest thousggds, any number

between 500 and 1,h99 becomes 1 thousend•

Thsrefore, 527 rounds to thousand.

1,325 rounds to thousend•

8•55O rounds to thousand.
• • • e • • s e e • • • • e • • • • e • a n e • • • • s s • e a • e

1 1 9
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ILLUTRATION 32 (Continued)

ADDED FRAME P 31-2***
Similarly, much larger numbers can be rounded to tgousende, also.

22,000 reunded to thousands remain: the eame-22,000.

22,550 rounded to thousends becoea 23,000

Reund theee numbers ta thnusandss

15,250 raunds to

251,575 rcunds to

15,000 252,000

ADDED FRAME P 31-3***
Rounding to thousands

125,000 remains 125,000

125,500 rounds to 126,000

125,hOO rouuds to

125,000
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xLLusTRAT10N

32ADDEDFRAME P 31•h***

Rounded to thousands, 128,750 in

251,32k 16

129,000 251,000

Rnvxsnn FRAME (Second R6v161¤¤) R 31**
Shriver Road Construction Company has these debt:. Round the

numbers to the nearest thousanda and eetiuatc the total in thousands.

Building $125 ,000

Land
n

17,500

Mdchincry 1,200

Trucks 8,200

Estimated sum

I>·IlIIlI<I«II·!IIIIlII·I—¥I·«!I~IlIIl!·I·IIIl

125,000 18 ,000 1 ,000 9 ,000 153 ,000
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Fo this-reason, the frame was divided into three frames

each having four problems with slightly varied format. Ho more

errors of any kind were made on these 12 problems. Illustration

33 shows the breakdown of Free 95 into three frames,

Frame 130.-Fbpding ggger and Uppgr Estimetes bx Rounding

Down and Qp.•·Two review frames were added Just preceding Frame 130

to help build accuracy in the process of finding lower and upper

estimates. Illustratio 3k shows these two frames.

Frpgps lk;. lk]. lk8-•Usipg the Shortcut Method for Finding

Extensions.•·In order to pinpoint mere clearly the shortcut procedure

that is necessary in multiplying by 50, one frame was inserted Just

before Frame lk5. Similarly, a frame was inserted Just before Frame

1k7 to remlnd the student-editors of the necessary steps in using

the shortcut for multiplying by 25. A ¤ewly•written frane revieving

the rule for the shortcut method of multiplying by 250 was substitu•

tea fer Frage 1k8, These three review frames and the original

Frame lk8 are shown in Illustration 35.

Builggpg Spped and Aecurggp in Division

Frame 210-Rounding the Dividend and Divisor to Estiggte

ggggers in Division.-Carol and Phyllis had trouble with Frame 210

because of errors in rcunding. Carol rounded the dividend 315,789

to 300,000, and Phyllls rounded it to 316,000. This figure should

be rounded to two digits and zeros. So even though the rules for
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ILLUSTRATION 33

Building Accuracy by Auditing Products

FRAME DIVIDED INTO THREE FRAMES R 95***

Audit these products
Write the letters (a) to (d) in your answer tablet„
Place a check mark beside each correct answer in your
answer tablet• Show corrected answers for incorrect items.

(1) 17 (b) 92 (¤) 87 (6) 75
x x x M x M

86 877; 3778 3"'oo"'

all correct

FRAME DIVIDED INTO '1'HREE FRAMES R
95a*‘*

Audit these products. Write the letters (e) to (h) in your
answer teblet. Place a check mark beside those that are
correct and write the corrected answer for incorrect items•

(•) 125 (r) 13g (1;) 250 (h) 116
x lä x x 13 x 12

1,150

1,125 3,250 2,IOO

IlIII}!IllillllüliiiiillI·I·II·I!II·l·I

(e) 1,815 (1*) 1,080
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ILLUSTRATION 33 (Continued)

FRAME DIVIDED INTO THREE FRAMS R 95b***

Audit these products:

(1) 98 1 12 ¤ 976
(J) 59 1 19 • 1,121
(k) 50x80• 1+00
(1) 33155 • 1,815

Write the letters fra (1) to (1) in your answer tab1et•
Check the letters having correct answers.
Write the corrected answer for those 1ncorrect•

Illllllllläl&·I<l·l·IIl·I>«I1·II·IOI·II>|I·!III

(1) 1,176 (k) 1+,000

ILLUSTRATION 3h

Finding Lower and Upper Estimstes
by Rounding Down and Up

ADDED FRAME P 130-1***

l,2k7 rounds down to (thousands)

87 round: down to (tens)

1,000 S0
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xtmsmmou ab (Continued)

ADDED FRAME P 130-2***

1,2h7 muss up to (zhoussnas)

87 ronds up to (tens)
• s e • a s u « s e e s s u e e e « e s e •

¤
• u e a e u u e • s •

2,000 90

ILLUSTRATIOH 35

Using the Shortcut Method for Finding Extensions

Amann FRAME P 1ks-1***

Using the shorteut method for finding the extensions on these
problems.

50X50you

need to sdd sero(s) to the cost and then divide by {Ho.)
• • e s • e s •

s a • • •
e e n n

• s s • • •
n

• • • •
e s e s • •

two 2
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ILLUSTRATION 35 (Continued)

ADDED FRAM P 1h7•1**‘

The shortcut for multiplying by 25 is to annex zero(s)

and divide by (no.)

two k

REVISED FRAM R 1h8***

Because 250—is one querter of 1,000, you can use a sbortcut to

multiplying by 250 by annexiug three zeros and dividing gz k•

250 x

763190,759

ORIGINAL FRAME lhß

Because 250 is one quarter of 1,000, you een use e ehortcut to
multiplying by 250 by annexing (No•) zero: and dividing
by .

250 X 763

h 190,750
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estimating answers in division are shown on Frame 209, the writer

added a new frame just preceding 210 to help the students to round

the numbers before doing the·•stimation that is •required on Frame

210. The added frame and·revised forms of Frame 210 see shown in

Illustration 36.

Frame 212-Using Two Diggts in Estimating an Answer.-In this

section on rounding the dividends and divisors and estimating the

answers in division, guidance is given on how to round diwidents and

divisors. However, no specific guidance is given on how many digits

there should be in the quotient. In most of the answers there are

two digitsg in a few, there is only one digit followed by a zero.

This was confusing to the students as evidenced by the nuber of

times they had errors charged against them for this cause.· Therefore,

this explanatory sentence was added to Frame 212: ”Use 2 digits in

the answer."

The last two etudent·editors had a eomhined error ecore of

only one error on one frame in the division section compared with a

total of ho errors on this same section made by Kathy, Mary Ethyl, and

Judy following the first revision, and ll errors made by David, Carol,

Phyllis and Lois following the second revision.

Results of the Third Revision

The two student—editors who worked on the program following

the third revision both had less than five per cent of errors. Esther

had h.lO$ of errors, and Rachel had 1.02%; this averages 2.56% for the

final rond of testing.
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ILLUSTRATION 36

Rounding the Dividend und Divisor
to Estimate Answers in Division

ADDED FRAME P 210-1***

In the problem 795/315,789

wc must round 795 to (1 digit followed by zeros)

we must round 315,789 to (2 digits folloved by zeros)

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

800 320,000

REVISED FRAME R 210**

Estimats the answer of 795/315,789

Show the roundcd form: /

**The answer is •

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Answer hoo

Rounded form: 800/320,000
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

A study to discover the means of reducing the frequency of

learning errors in programmed business mathematics was carried out at

Eastern Mennonite High School, Harrisonburg, Virginia, between

November, 1961, and March, 1963.

The Subjects

Eleven high school students of Eastern Mennonite High School-

three boys and eight girls--from grades nine to twelve composed the

four groups of test subjects. The students were selected by the

writer, but they were not compelled to work through the program.

The students ranged in age from lk to 18; their I.
Q.’s

ranged from 85 to 125. The testing took place either in the writer's

office or in a vacant classroom, but at no time was it part of a

regularly organized class. Only one student at a time worked on

any given section of the program because only one set of frames was

available.

The Programmed Material

The writer used a set of materials which now are part of

Dr. Harry Huff¤an's text, Provrammed Business Mathematics: Concepts,

Skills, and Applications, published in 1962 by Grezg Publishing Divi-

sion of McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., and designed especially for
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post high school and college freshman students. The portion of the

text selected for this study was the part of Section ne on "Rebuild-

ing the Fundamentals" which covered these areas: Speed and Accuraey

in Addition, Speed and Accuracy in Subtraction, Speed and Accuracy

in ultiplication, and Speed and Accuracy in Division.

Instead of the programmed textbook style of displaying sev-

eral frames on one page, the writer placed each frame on a separate

card with the answers on the back of the cards to facilitate the in-

sertion and removal of frames aa the testing proceeded.

Objectives of the Egperiment

The objectives of the study were to try out Proggggged Busi-

ness Mathematics in order to obtain data about the responses

made by high school students at Eastern Mennonite High School, to

ascertain causes of errors, to adapt frames for use on the high school

level by revision, deletion, or addition, and to continue testing un-

til the error limit fell to five per cent or less on the complete set

of frames used in the testing.

Method of Testing

Students were tested individually, but the frames were not

changed or revised after each student-editor had gone through them.

To provide a more accurate picture of the effectivenesa of each re-

vision, several students were tested with each revision because weak

spots in the program would tend to show up more clearly if there were
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clusters of errors on certain frames. Also, one student's performance

might vary from day to day according to his mood, the time of day, and

the like, which would tend to distort the record of his progress.

Original Round of Testing

The first two students worked with the original frames.

Joe, a beginning freshmsn, missed hs questions out of kk9 possible

responses which was a 10 per cent rate of errors. Joe was the most

enthusiastic of all the student-editors, but his lack of specific

training in business arithetic and the fact that he worked very fast

may have contributed to his large number of errors.

John, a senior, was tested next. He was just the opposite of

Joe. He had very little to say and showed no great liking or dislike

for the experiment. Because of his pattern of behavior in other

classes, the writer culd not be positively sure that John did not

prompt himself as he went along. He misaed lk out of kk9 responses,

an average of 3.12 per cent.

The average percentage of errors for the first two student-

editors was 6.66 per cent

The First Revision

At this point there was no clear indication that a revision

shold take place because although Joe had many errors, John had so

few that error patterns were not yet apparent, and there needed to be

further corroboration of difficulties on certain frames to warrant

_ revising them. However, there were five frames that both student-
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editors had missed and some other frames that needed clarificstion,

so the writer rewrote two frames, added prompte by underlining on

four frames, and corrected mechanical errors on three frames, a total

of nine changes.

Second Round of Testing

Kathy, a senior who had previously taken Bookkeeping I, had

51 errors out of R52 possible responses or 11.28 per cent of errors.

Mary Ethyl, also a senior, currently taking bookkeeping, misaed

66 questions out of R52. Her lR.6O percentage of errors was the high-

est parcentage of errors that any student-editor had. Because Mary

Ethyl had many errors, the writer adminiatered Form W of the Hun-

dred-Problem Arithmetic Test to her after she had worked on the pro-

gran. With a raw score 11 points higher than she had gotten on Form

V Just before the testing, Mary Ethyl moved from the 5Rth percentile

to the 79th percentile on the Hundred—Problem Test.

Judy, a freshman who was taking no mathematics course at the

time, had ho incorrect responses out of R52. This was an error rate

of 8.86 per cent.

The average percentage of errors for these three student-

editors was 11.58 per cent. It should be observed that this repre·

santa a difference of 5.02 per cent more errors than the average of

the first two student-editors. This can most logically be explained

by the fact that individual idfferences in studenta' abilitiea became
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apparent and that the number of changes in the first revision was not

sufficient to clarify the frames.

The Second Revision

The writer made 29 changes on the frames following the second

round of testing. Thirteen propts were added by supplying important

words or sentences, five prompte were added by underlining key words,

five frames were revised and rewritren, one frame was reworded for

clarity, and one frame received a mechanical correction. Four new

frames were constructed to help build clearer understanding of

concepts.

Third Round of Testing

David, a sophomore, had the best score of any student-editor

working on the frames. Out of s total of MT1 responses, he had only

three errors, an average of .63 per cent.

Carol, a freshman, worked on the program before David began

but finished after he did due to a temporary illness. This may have

contributed to her high number of errors which totaled 38 or 8.07

per cent.

Phyllis and Lois, both sophoores, nissed T and 11 questions

respectively. Their percentages of errors amounted to l.h8 per cent

for Phyllis and 2.33 per cent fo Lois.

The average percentage of errors for these four students was

3.13, a definite improvement over the preceding group. This average

was within the five per cent limit, but the writer wished to revise
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and strengthen the sequence of frames at several specific places

in order to remove still more of the error hazards.

The Third Revision

The main thrust of the third revision was adding new frames

at strategic places to provide more practice in rounding numbers.

Six new frames dealing with rounding to thousands, three frames on

rounding to tens, and one each on rounding to hundred thousands and

hundreds were added. In addition to this, four new frames were added

at other places. Five prompte were added, one frame was rewritten

end one mechanical error was corrected. A total of 22 changes were

made.

Fourth Round of Testing

Esther and Rachel, both seniors currently taking Bookkeeping

II, worked on the frames following the third revision. Esther missed

20 out of a total of MSS responses with M.lO per cent of errors.

Rachel missed only 5 responses out of MSS, a percentage of 1.02.

The average percentage of errors for these two student—editors was

2.56, the lowest of an group tested. However, their percentage of

errors average was not as low es the average of the last two students

tested in the third round of testing in which Phyllis with 1.MS

per cent of errors and Lois with 2.33 per cent, areraged 1.90 per

cent. This leads the writer to the conclusion that although it is

possible to adjust the frames to remove most of the error potentials,
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individual differences are still operative and they do account for

veriations in the percentage of errors.

Error Percentgges

A table summarizing the students' achievement in terms of

percentage of errors in working through the frames is shown here:

TABLE lb

DIFFERENCES IN PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS
FOR THREE REVISIONS

Difference Difference Difference
Average in Percentage in Percentage in Percentage

Round of Percentage of Errors from of Errors from of Errors from
Testing by Groups Original Revision l Revision 2

0r1g1ne1 6.56% -—·--
---—·

—-——-

First 11.58% + 5.02% ——--· —•—•·

Second 3.13% — 3.ü3% - 8.M5% --—--
Tn1rd 2.56% - u.00% - 9.02% - .57%

Causes of Errors

The total number of errors made by the eleven student-editors

was an even 300. Table 13 on page 96 showed the classification of errors

made by individual student-editors. Table 15 summarizes the classifica-

tion of errors according to the round of testing. Inspection of these

tables shows that estimation and rounding account for 82 errors; com-

putational processes account for 66 errors; not applying a concept, 59;

and failure to make the desired response, S5.
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In the tabulation of errors made by college students on page

h6,on a portion of the mltiplication frames, there were 23 compu-

tational errors and T attributed to lack of understanding, roughly a

proportion of three to one.

In the tabulation of errors of high school students, 165

errors were attributed to a lack of comprehension of concepts and 66

to errors of computation, a proportion of 5 to 2, but just in the re-

verse order. A possible explanation for this reverssl might be that

high school students have not learned how to read a rule and then

apply it to the problems they must solve.

Individual Differences

In summarizing the students' work in the various revisions,

it became apparent that no matter how careful the writer was in re-

vising frames the error rates did not move progressively downward.

There had been no attempt to control two variables, I. Q. and

previous training in business mathematics. These variables undoubt—

edly affected the error percentages of the respective student-editors.

Inasmch as potential error stimuli were being removed in the

revisions and since I. Q. and previous training were not controlled,

the error percentages on the original frames and the pereentages on

the final revision are not exactly comparable; but they do show that

error potentiality has been reduced.

A third factor causing variation in errors is carelessness.

No matter how well matched student editors might be in I. Q. and
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previous training in business mathematice, the manner in which they

work must be taken into account. One student may be extremely cautious

in his work; another may be very careless and this will effect the work

he does.

Frame Revision

Table 16 shows a summary of the kinds of changes carried out

by the writer. Nine changes were made in the first revision, 29

changes in the second revision and 22 in the third revision. The writer

feels that the changes were effective in reducing the error potential

even though the errors of each successive student·editor were not

lower than the preceding student-editor in every instance, due to the

variables which were not controlled.

Table 17 shows the number of frames comprising the testing

material on the several rounds of testing.

General Oservations

The work of eleven student·editors at Eastern Mennonite High

School using the programmed business mathematics fundamentale fraas

leads the writer to these observations:

1. The three main causes of errors renked in this order:

lack of comprehension, 165 errors; carelessness, 92 errors; and com-

putatlonal errors, 66.

2. Table 15 shows how these errors were distributed among

the four rounds of testing.
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TABLE 16

SUMMARY OF THE KINDS OF CHANGES
MADE ON THE PROGRAM

Type of First Second Third
Changes Revision Revision Revision Totale

Mechanical Changes:
Lines or dots added 2 1 l M
Frames exchanged 1 1
Frame revorded 1 1 6

Revisions:
Revrite frame 2 5 1 8
Prompt by underlining M 5 9
Pronpt by adding

a vord or sentence 12 5 17
Prompt on rounding

to 10,000's 1 1 35

New Frames:
Ronnding to 10's 1 3 M
Rounding to 100's 1 1
Rounding to 1000*s 6 6
Rounding to 100,000°s 1 1
Other concepts 3 M 7 19

Totale 9 29 22 60
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TABLE 17

NUMBER OF FRAMS AND RESPONSES

Total Frames

Original First Second Third
Section Program Revision Revision Revisio

Additio 457 57 60 65

Subtraction 22 22 22 22

Multiplication 29 99 100 107

Division 58 58 58 59

Totals 236 236 2kO 253

Total Responses

Original First Second Third
Section Program Revision Revision Revisio

Addition 105 105 11b 123

Subtraction 30 30 32 32

Multiplication 219 222 230 236

Division 95 95 95 97

wenn M9 A52 uu naß
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3. Table 15 also shows that the errors decreased following

the revision made after the second reound of testing.

M. The writer made sixty changes in the frames--9 changes

in the first revision, 29 changes in the second revision, and 22 in

the third revision.

5. It is possible to adapt Programmed Business Mathematics

for use on the high school level and for students to work through

the program with less than five per cent of errors. However, the

writer believes that no matter how much the program would be refined,

revised, or added to, the program will probably never result inwa

perfect performance because of factors such as fatigue, carelessness,

or similar causes.

Recommendations

1. The program should be tried with an entire class to

observe the effectiveness of the revislons with a larger number of

individuals.

2. Retention tests should be given to motivate students to

work carefully, to determine mastery of facts, and to indicate areas

where further teaching is needed.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is the report of an experiment carried on under

the direction of Harry Huffman, Professor of Business Education at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, using material in Programed Business

Mathematics which was written by Dr. Huffman especially for post

high school students and college freshmen•
‘

The progrsmmed material used in the experiment consisted of

the first 239 frames covering the basic fundamentale of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. The main emphasis of the

program is on building speed and accuracy in applying the skills

and concepts related to these basic processes.

The subjects of the experiment were eleven high school

students from grades 9, 10, and 12, at Eastern Mennonite High

School•

The purpose of the experiment was to obtain these data:

1. what kind of errors do high school students make on

the program?

2. What changes need to be made in the program to adapt it

for use on the high school level?

3• Can the program be adjusted so that high school students

can work through it with five per cent or less of errors?

The writer found that errors were grouped under these major

headings and in this order: Lack of comprehension of concepts

introduced, careleesness, and computationsl (errors of addition,



subtraction, multiplication, and division).

The·£rames were revieed three times during the experiment.

Revision consisted of adding prompte of underlining or new words,

rewriting frames, or constructing new frames.

Two students went through the original frames: average

errors, 6.56 per cent. Three students worked with the first revision:

average errors, 11.58 per cent. Four students worked with the second

revision: average errors, 3.13 per cent. Two students worked with

the third revision: average errors, 2.56.

Although the error rate did not drop consistently, it did

drop froa s high of 11.58 per cent on the second round of testing to

2.56 per cent for the final round, a decreaee of 9.02 in per cent.

Individual differences in I. Q., previous training, and the

manner in which the student•editors worked undoubtedly account for

part of the variation in error percentages.

The results of the experiment show that it is possible for

high school students to work on the fundamentale of business

mnthenatics frames with an error limit of five per cent or less.




